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Preface

Topics:

• Audience

• Documentation Accessibility

• Related Resources

• Conventions

Using Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service explains how to provision Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service instances, and ensure reliable functioning of provisioned service
instances. This document explains how to perform these tasks by using the Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service web interface.

Audience
This document is intended for database administrators, ETL developers, and data
stewards who are setting up or using Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service. This guide
assumes you're familiar with web technologies and have experience with Oracle
GoldenGate environments.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?
ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support

Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/
lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
if you are hearing impaired.

Related Resources
For more information, see these Oracle resources:

• Oracle Public Cloud

• Getting Started with Oracle Cloud

• Oracle Database Cloud Service

• Oracle Storage Cloud Service

• Oracle GoldenGate for Windows and UNIX 12c (12.2.0.1)
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Conventions
The following text conventions are used in this document:

Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated
with an action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for
which you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code
in examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.
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1
Introduction

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service creates an Oracle GoldenGate environment in
Oracle Cloud. Before you get started, understand what you can do with Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Topics:

• What is Oracle GoldenGate Cloud?

• Using Oracle GoldenGate in Oracle GoldenGate Cloud

• About Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Offerings

• About the Components of Oracle GoldenGate Cloud

• About Supported Databases for Replication

What is Oracle GoldenGate Cloud?
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service is a real-time cloud service for migrating,
integrating, or off-loading data between cloud and cloud or cloud and non-cloud
databases.

These databases include Oracle Database Cloud Service, Oracle Big Data Cloud
Service, Oracle MySQL Cloud Service, and any database supported by Oracle
GoldenGate. With Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service, you can quickly configure an
Oracle GoldenGate environment in the cloud without having to set up the infrastructure
or platform requirements by yourself.

When you create an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, the necessary
compute infrastructure such as virtual machines and storage volumes is set up for you.

As soon as you provision your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service account, you can
access all features immediately and start preparing your data for replication. You don't
need to set up a local environment.

What are the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Use Cases

Use Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service for:

• Cloud on-boarding: Replicate on-premises data to new cloud applications in real-
time using Oracle Database Cloud Service.

• Real-time reporting: Capture real-time data from multiple data sources and
deliver to Oracle Database Cloud Service for creating reports.

• Query off-loading: Off-load production transactions to Oracle Database Cloud
Service.

• Real-time data warehousing: Replicate data to data warehouse repository in
real-time.

• High availability: Backup data to enable high availability for databases.
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What are the Supported Topologies

You can configure Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service for real-time data movement with
the following topologies:

• One-to-one and bidirectional replication of on-premises to the cloud where local
data is replicated in the cloud.

• One-to-one, one-to-many (broadcast), and bidirectional replication of cloud data in
the cloud.

Oracle GoldenGate in Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
When you create an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, you are actually
creating a Virtual Machine with the selected version of Oracle GoldenGate installed
and all ready for you to start your replication processes.

You can choose to install the following Oracle GoldenGate versions in your instance:

• Oracle GoldenGate 12.2

• Oracle GoldenGate 18.1 classic architecture

• Oracle GoldenGate 18.1 microservices architecture

Once you have created an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud instance with your choice of
Oracle GoldenGate version, you can start replicating data using the installed Oracle
GoldenGate. Oracle GoldenGate supports two architectures:

• Classic Architecture

– Uses processes and files to move data across a variety of topologies.

– Used with all certified systems. See Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Certifications

– To learn more, see Components of Oracle GoldenGate Classic Architecture.

– To use the classic architecture for replication, see Using Oracle GoldenGate
for Oracle Database and Using Oracle GoldenGate for Heterogeneous
Databases.

• MicroServices Architecture

– Uses REST-enabled services for remote configuration, administration, and
monitoring through HTML5 web pages, command line, and APIs.

– Used with only Oracle Databases.

– To learn more, see Components of Oracle GoldenGate Microservices
Architecture.

– To use the microservices architecture for replication, see Using Oracle
GoldenGate Microservices Architecture.

Chapter 1
Oracle GoldenGate in Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
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Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Offerings
You can choose how you want your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service to be offered to
you.

Where do you want Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service to be Deployed?

You have two options to deploy your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service:

• Oracle Cloud: Choose this option to provision ready-to-use Oracle GoldenGate
environments on proven Oracle databases and application servers.

• Oracle Cloud at Customer: Choose this option to bring the power of Oracle Cloud
to your own data center.

Components of Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
There are four working components: Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Console,
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage Classic, Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control,
and WebLogic Server Administration Console.

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Console

You use the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Console to:

• Get information about all Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances.

• Create an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.

• Get detailed information about an a specific Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance.

• Configure access rules.

• Update the SSH access key.

• Search the activity log.

• Delete an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.

• Get access to the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Console and the WebLogic
Server Administration Console.

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage Classic (Optional)

You use Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage Classic to:

• Back up content to an off-site location.

• Programmatically store and retrieve content.

• Share content with peers.

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control (Optional, Only for OGG 12.2 and OGG 18.1
Classic versions)

You use the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Console to:

• Monitor your connections, tasks, and notifications.

• Create a catalog of tasks and connections.

Chapter 1
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Offerings
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• Create and administer policies.

• Administer notifications.

WebLogic Server Administration Console (Only with Cloud Control)

You use the WebLogic Server Administration Console to:

• Start and stop your managed servers.

• Manage your users.

Supported Database Options for Replication
You have various database options to use as your replication databases.

Cloud to Cloud Replication

Cloud Sources

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 11g version 11.2

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 12c version 12.1

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 12c version 12.2

• Oracle ExaData Cloud Service

Cloud Targets

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 11g version 11.2

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 12c version 12.1

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 12c version 12.2

• Oracle ExaData Cloud Service

• Oracle Big Data Cloud Service

• Oracle MySQL Cloud Service

Non-cloud to Cloud Replication

If your non-cloud source has Oracle GoldenGate on-premise installed, then all
GoldenGate supported on-premise databases can replicate to the below listed targets.
If you don't have on-premises Oracle GoldenGate, then Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service supports remote capture for the below listed non-cloud sources.

Non-cloud Sources

• Oracle Database 11g

• Oracle Database 12c

• IBM DB2 z/OS

• MySQL

Cloud Targets

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 11g version 11.2

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 12c version 12.1

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 12c version 12.2

Chapter 1
Supported Database Options for Replication
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• Oracle ExaData Cloud Service

• Oracle ExaCC and ExaCM Services

Cloud to Non-cloud Replication

If your non-cloud target has Oracle GoldenGate on-premise installed, then all
supported on-premise target databases can capture from the below listed sources. If
you don't have on-premise Oracle GoldenGate, then Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service supports remote delivery to the below listed non-cloud targets.

Cloud Sources

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 11g version 11.2

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 12c version 12.1

• Oracle Database Cloud Service Oracle 12c version 12.2

• Oracle ExaData Cloud Service

Non-cloud Targets

• Oracle Database 11g

• Oracle Database 12c

• MySQL

Chapter 1
Supported Database Options for Replication
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2
Get Started with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud

Look here for everything you need to know on how to get started with Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Topics:

• Before You Begin with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud

• How to Begin with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Subscriptions

• About Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Roles and Users

• How to Access Oracle GoldenGate Cloud

• Quick Tour of the Home Page

• Typical Workflow for Using Oracle GoldenGate Cloud

Before You Begin
There are a few prerequisite tasks that you must complete before you can create
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances. The prerequisites depend on how you
want to provision your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances and what features
you want in those instances.

Oracle Cloud Prerequisites

Before you begin with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service, you should have:

1. An Oracle Cloud account.

For additional information, see How Do I Sign Up.

2. Your Oracle Cloud user name, password, and identity domain. You can locate
your account details in the post-activation mail that you received from Oracle
Cloud.

3. Service Administrator role for your Oracle Cloud services. When the service is
activated, Oracle sends the sign-in credentials and URL to the designated Account
Administrator. The Account Administrator then creates an account for each user
who needs access to the service.

4. A supported browser, such as:

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.x+

• Mozilla Firefox ESR 38+

• Google Chrome 42+

• Apple Safari 8.x and 7.x

For a complete list of supported browsers, see Web Browser Requirements.
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Feature based Prerequisites

• If you want Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Control, you must already have Oracle Database Cloud Service.

• If you want Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service only for replication or if you want the
Oracle GoldenGate MicroServices Architecture, you don’t need Oracle Database
Cloud Service.

• If you want backup for any scenario, then you must have Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Object Storage Classic. You have the option to create a bucket or
container for backups during the creation of the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance.

How to Begin With Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Subscriptions
Here’s how to get started with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service promotions and
subscriptions:

1. Sign up for a free credit promotion or purchase a subscription.

See Requesting and Managing Free Oracle Cloud Promotions or Buying an
Oracle Cloud Subscription in Getting Started with Oracle Cloud

2. Access Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service .

See Access Oracle GoldenGate Cloud.

To grant access to other users:

• Learn about user accounts and roles.

See Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Roles and Users.

• Create accounts for your users and assign them appropriate privileges and roles.

See Adding Users and Assigning Roles in Getting Started with Oracle Cloud

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Roles and Users
When your cloud account is first set up, the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
administrator is given an administrator role along with additional service roles that are
required to work with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Other users in your account must be assigned these same roles in order to use Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service. Only the identity domain administrator is allowed to create
user accounts and assign roles. As an identity domain administrator, you use options
on the My Services Users page to manage users and their roles for Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service.

To add a user account, you need the following information:

• The first name and last name of the user

• A valid business email address for the user (We recommend that you use this
email address as the user name for each of your users.)

For Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service users, you must assign the following
roles. Roles control access to applications, resources, and services. 

Chapter 2
How to Begin With Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Subscriptions
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• Compute Operations

• GGCS GG Administrator

If you plan to integrate with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage Classic then
you must also assign these roles:

• Storage Administrator

• Storage Read Only Group

• Storage Read Write Group

Review Adding Users and Assigning Roles in Getting Started with Oracle Cloud.

Access Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Before you can sign in to Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service, you must have a user
account that defines your credentials (user name, password, and identity domain) and
access rights to the service. In addition, you need the web address (URL) for the
service.

When the service is activated, Oracle sends the sign-in credentials and URL to the
designated administrator. The administrator then creates an account for each user
who needs access to the service. Check your email or contact your administrator for
your account credentials and service URL. The service URL looks similar to this one:

https://myservices.us2.oraclecloud.com/mycloud/faces/dashboard.jspx

With your credentials and service URL in hand, you can access Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service through a web browser.

Quick Tour of the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
Instances Page

When you open the service console for Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service from My
Services, the Instances page opens. This page provides access to common service
instance-related features.

When you open the service console for Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service from My
Services for the first time, you’ll land on the Welcome page. Be sure to take advantage
of the tutorial and video that can assist you with creating your first service instance and
all its dependencies. Also note that there’s a link to this Welcome page on the
Instances page so you can return to it at any time.

An Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance is a virtual machine that
provides replication services for a database that you specify for your data sources.
Use the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Instances page to perform these tasks:

• View all Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances

• Create an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance

• View detailed information about a specific Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance

• Delete Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances.

Chapter 2
Access Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
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What is Displayed on the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Instances Page

The following table describes the key information shown on the Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service Instances page.

Element Description

navigation menu

Navigation menu providing access to My Services and other Oracle
Cloud services in the identity domain.

User menu providing access to help, accessibility options, console
version information and sign-out.

menu
Menu that provides access to Platform Services.

Activity Click to go to the Activity page.

SSH Access Click to go to the SSH Access page.

Click to go to the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service console Welcome
page.

Instances, OCPUs,
Memory, Storage,
and Public IPs

Summary of resources being used:

• Instances — Total number of configured service instances.
• OCPUs — Total number of Oracle CPUs allocated across all service

instances.
• Memory — Total amount of compute node memory allocated across

all service instances.
• Storage — Total amount of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Compute

Classic storage allocated across all service instances.
• Public IPs — Number of public IP addresses allocated across all

service instances.

Enter a full or partial service instance name to filter the list of service
instances to include only those that contain the string in their name.

Click to create a new service instance on Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service.

Click to view details for the service instance.

Status Status of the service instance if it is not running. Status values include “In
Progress”, “Maintenance”, “Stopped”, and “Terminating”.

Version Version of Oracle GoldenGate configured on the service instance. For
example: 12.2.0.3.

Edition Software edition of Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service configured on the
service instance. For example: Enterprise Edition or Standard Edition.

Created On or
Submitted On

Date when the service instance was created. During the creation
process, the date when the creation request was submitted.

OGGC-JMC2 Name of the service instance.

OCPUs Number of Oracle CPUs associated with the service instance.

Memory Amount of compute node memory in GBs associated with the service
instance.

Storage Amount of storage in GBs associated with the service instance.

Chapter 2
Quick Tour of the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Instances Page
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Element Description

menu for each
service instance

Menu that provides the following options:

Note:

To ensure security by default, the ports
required to access these consoles are
initially blocked. To use any of the
consoles, you must first enable network
access to the console’s port or create an
SSH tunnel to the console’s port.

Instance Create
and Delete History

Listing of attempts to create or delete a service instance. Click

to view the history listing.

Typical Workflow for Implementing Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service

Use this typical workflow as a guide when implementing Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service for replication.

Task Description

Set up a replication database You use Oracle Database Cloud Service or Oracle Database
Exadata Cloud Service as target when replicating from on-
premises to cloud, or from cloud to cloud.

Create an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance

See Before You Begin for the Oracle Cloud services and service-
specific information that you must have before you can create an
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.

Chapter 2
Typical Workflow for Implementing Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
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Task Description

Configure Replicat Use previously created SSH keys and Oracle GoldenGate
command-line tools to connect to a service instance and
configure a Replicat process to interact with the database.

Set up the gguser alias and credential store Configure your template files, to set up the gguser alias and
credential store..

Set up SOCKS5 proxy After setting up the SOCKS5 proxy, you can set up Oracle
GoldenGate on-premises Pump component to deliver data to
GoldenGate Cloud Service through the proxy.

Configure an Extract process and data pump To configure an Extract process and a data pump, use Oracle
GoldenGate command-line tools and service instance
information.

Back up your data Use your storage container to backup and keep your data safe.

Restore your data from a backup Use your backup to restore your data keep it safe from system
failures

Patch your service instances after an upgrade Apply patches to get all your instance services working with the
latest features.

Delete a service instance Remove a service instance.

Chapter 2
Typical Workflow for Implementing Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
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3
Create Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Instances

You use the QuickStart template to create an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud instance
using the default configuration options. To create an instance with custom
configuration options, use the Create Instance wizard or the custom option. If you want
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control, you also need to create an Oracle Database Cloud
instance.

Topics:

• Creating a QuickStart Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance

• Creating a Custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance

• Creating a Custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance with MicroServices
Architecture

• Creating an Oracle Database Classic Cloud Instance

Create a QuickStart Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
Instance

To rapidly create an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, you can select the
QuickStart template. This template is executed with Oracle Cloud Stack Manager.

1. Navigate to the QuickStarts page by using one of these methods:

• Access your service console. Click the QuickStarts link.

• From the My Services Dashboard, click Create Instance. Click the Create
button for Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service from the Quick Start Services
tab.

2. On the QuickStarts page, in the Instance Name field, change the default name for
this service instance if desired. The name must start with a letter, and can contain
up to 25 letters or numbers.

3. Review the template details and click Create.

The Confirmation window is displayed. Note that the Create button is disabled.

4. Click Download. When prompted by your web browser, save the archive file to
your computer.

This archive file contains:

• A copy of the Secure Shell (SSH) public key that is associated with each of the
nodes in this service instance

• The corresponding SSH private key, which is necessary to access any of the
nodes in this service instance
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The Create button is enabled.

5. Click Create.

The Confirmation window closes, Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service begins
creating the instance using the Oracle Cloud Stack Manager template, and the
Instances page is displayed.

6. Periodically refresh the Instances page to monitor the creation of your new Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.

Note:

By default, access to the administration console is disabled in your new
service instance for security purposes.

Create a Custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance
You create a custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance by invoking the
Create Instance wizard from the Instances page.

The Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance is a virtual machine that provides
Oracle GoldenGate replication services for a database that you specify. Before
creating an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, review the prerequisites
described in Before You Begin.

Creating a Custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance

1. In My Services Dashboard, click GoldenGate and then click Open Service
Console from the actions menu.

a. If you are creating your first instance, you get a Welcome page, there click
either the Instances tab or the Go to console link.

b. If you have instances created, then you go direct to the Instances page, there
click the Create Instance button.

Note:

Any time during provisioning you can cancel the process by clicking
Cancel.

To keep following the provisioning steps, click Next button or go
back to previous step by clicking the Previous button (when
available).

2. On the Instance page, provide a name and description for the database
deployment, and provide information about its high-level characteristics. When you
are finished, click Next to advance to the Details page.

Chapter 3
Create a Custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance
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Element Description

Instance Name The name for the new instance. The name:

• Must not exceed 50 characters.
• Must start with a letter.
• Must contain only letters, numbers, or hyphens.
• Must not contain any other special characters.
• Must be unique within the identity domain.
• Is case sensitive.

Service Description (Optional) A description for the new database deployment. Use
this field to provide a business reason for creating this service
instance.

Notification Email (Optional) An email address where you would like updates
about the deployment-creation operation to be sent.

Region (Available only if your identity domain is enabled for regions.)

Choose the region for the database deployment.

Choose No Preference to let Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service choose an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic region
for you.

Availability Domain The availability domain (within the region) where the database
deployment will be placed.

IP Network (Available only if you have selected a region and you have
defined one or more IP networks created in that region using
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.)

Select the IP network where you want the database
deployment placed. Choose No Preference to use the default
shared network provided by Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic.

Tags (Optional) Select existing tags or add tags to associate with the
service instance.

To select existing tags, select one or more check boxes from
the list of tags that are displayed on the pull-down menu.

To create tags, click the plus icon to display the Create Tags
dialog box. In the New Tags field, enter one or more comma-
separated tags that can be a key or a key:value pair.

GoldenGate
Components Selection

Specify the set of components, depending on the use of the
instance you’re creating.

For example, if GoldenGate Cloud Control is needed for your
instance, then select Replication and Cloud Control Server.

Note:

When GoldenGate Cloud Control is not selected,
only the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent is
installed.

GoldenGate Version Specify if you want to install Oracle GoldenGate 12.2 or Oracle
GoldenGate 18.1 Classic versions in your instance. To install
Oracle GoldenGate 18.1 MicroServices Architecture, see 
Creating Instance with MicroServices Architecture
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Element Description

Bring Your Own
License

Choose weather you want to use your existing license or create
a new license for the new deployment:

3. On the Details page, complete the Backup and Recovery Configuration section,
if you want backup and recovery.

Caution:

If you want to use the backup option, you must choose it now. You can't
add it later.

Element Description

Backup Destination Controls how backups for the instance are to be configured:

• Remote Disk Storage—backups are configured to be
created automatically and stored on cloud storage.

If this choice is selected, the Cloud Storage Container,
User Name and Password fields are displayed.

• None—Backups are not configured for this instance.

Cloud Storage
Container

The location where backups to cloud storage are to be stored:

• For database deployments in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic, enter the location of anOracle Cloud Infrastructure
Object Storage Classic container using this form:

Storage-identity_domain/container

where identity_domain is the id of the identity domain,
and container is the name of the container. If this
container doesn’t exist, use the Create Cloud Storage
Container checkbox to create it.

Note: In some Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic
accounts, you cannot use the above form. If you get an
error when you try to use this form, you must instead
provide a full URL for the container using this form:

rest-endpoint-url/container

To determine the rest-endpoint-url value for your
account, see Finding the REST Endpoint URL for Your
Cloud Account in Using Oracle Storage Cloud Service.

Cloud Storage User
Name

A user with read/write (and creation, if necessary) access to
the location specified in Cloud Storage Container:
• For database deployments in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

Classic, enter the Oracle Cloud user name of the
administrator of the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object
Storage Classic container specified in Cloud Storage
Container. Usually, this is your Oracle Cloud user name.

Cloud Storage
Password

The password necessary to access the location specified in
Cloud Storage Container:
• For database deployments in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

Classic, enter the password of the Oracle Cloud user
specified in Cloud Storage User Name.
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Element Description

Create Cloud Storage
Container

Create a new Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage
Classic container as part of the database deployment creation.
Specify the container name and the Cloud Storage user name
and password in the preceding fields.

4. On the Details page, complete the Replication Node Configuration section.

Element Description

Node Description Provide the node information that you want to see in the
GoldenGate Cloud Service Instance Detail page.

SSH Public Key
Edit

The SSH public key to be used for authentication when using
an SSH client to connect to a compute node that is associated
with your database deployment.

Click Edit to specify the public key. You can upload a file
containing the public key value, paste in the value of a public
key, or create a system-generated key pair.

If you paste in the value, make sure the value does not contain
line breaks or end with a line break.

Compute Shape The number of Oracle Compute Units (OCPUs) and amount of
memory (RAM) for each compute node of the new database
deployment.

General compute shapes for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic are: OC3, OC4, OC5, OC6, and OC7.

Reserved IPs (Available only if you chose an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic region on the wizard’s Service page.)

Specifies whether to use an IP reservation for this deployment.
If you choose Assign Automatically, an IP reservation is not
used and Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service acquires a new IP
address for use by the deployment. Otherwise, Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service uses the IP reservation you choose.

5. On the Details page, complete the Database Service Details for Cloud Control
Schemas section.

Note:

If you selected GoldenGate Cloud Control in the Instance page, then
Details page shows the association requirements.

Element Description

Database Service Select one of the Oracle Database Cloud Service names that
are listed. These instances can be associated for the Cloud
Replication Service.

PDB Name When selecting a 12c Database Service, you are required to
enter the Pluggable Data Base Name. If you don’t know the
PDB name, you can enter <use default> to use the PDB. This
information was associated with the Database Cloud Service
instance when it was provisioned.
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Element Description

Username Use the same user name you used when create your Oracle
Database Cloud Service instance. You or your administrator
provided this user name to create the Oracle Database Cloud
Service instance.

Password Refer to yourOracle Database Cloud Service instance
information for the password your user. You or your
administrator provided this password to create theOracle
Database Cloud Service instance.

Note:

Remember that you need one database connection for each ExaCS, to
replicate data for these databases.

6. On the Details page, complete the WebLogic Server Administration Console
Access section by specifying the username and password for WebLogic Server
Console for Cloud Control administration.

7. By clicking in the , you can review the Service Level, Billing frequency,
Software version, and edition that is available for your service Instance. Click
Next.

8. On the Confirmation page, review the information listed. If you are satisfied with
the information, click Create.

If you need to change the information, use the navigation bar or Back button at the
top of the wizard to step back through the pages in the wizard. Click Cancel to
cancel out of the wizard without creating a new instance.

Note:

You can use your service instance when the instance up icon for
GoldenGate appears for that instance in the Services page.

Note:

Don’t use the same Oracle Database Cloud Service instance with multiple
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances. This action ensures that you
can restore the database for an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance
without risking data loss for other service instances.
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Create a Custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance with
Microservices Architecture

You create an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance with MicroServices
Architecture by invoking the Create Instance wizard from the Instances page.

Creating a Custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance with Microservices
Architecture

1. In My Services Dashboard, click GoldenGate and then click Open Service
Console from the actions menu.

a. If you are creating your first instance, you get a Welcome page, there click
either the Instances tab or the Go to console link.

b. If you have instances created, then you go direct to the Instances page, there
click the Create Instance button.

Note:

Any time during provisioning you can cancel the process by clicking
Cancel.

To keep following the provisioning steps, click Next button or go
back to previous step by clicking the Previous button (when
available).

2. On the Instance page, provide a name and description for the database
deployment, and provide information about its high-level characteristics. When you
are finished, click Next to advance to the Details page.

Element Description

Instance Name The name for the new instance. The name:

• Must not exceed 50 characters.
• Must start with a letter.
• Must contain only letters, numbers, or hyphens.
• Must not contain any other special characters.
• Must be unique within the identity domain.
• Is case sensitive.

Service Description (Optional) A description for the new database deployment. Use
this field to provide a business reason for creating this service
instance.

Notification Email (Optional) An email address where you would like updates
about the deployment-creation operation to be sent.

Region (Available only if your identity domain is enabled for regions.)

Choose the region for the database deployment.

Choose No Preference to let Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service choose an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic region
for you.
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Element Description

Availability Domain The availability domain (within the region) where the database
deployment will be placed.

IP Network (Available only if you have selected a region and you have
defined one or more IP networks created in that region using
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic.)

Select the IP network where you want the database
deployment placed. Choose No Preference to use the default
shared network provided by Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic.

Tags (Optional) Select existing tags or add tags to associate with the
service instance.

To select existing tags, select one or more check boxes from
the list of tags that are displayed on the pull-down menu.

To create tags, click the plus icon to display the Create Tags
dialog box. In the New Tags field, enter one or more comma-
separated tags that can be a key or a key:value pair.

GoldenGate
Components Selection

You can ignore this field. When you select 18.1 Microservices
as the GoldenGate version to install, this field will disappear.

GoldenGate Version Choose 18.1 Microservices

Bring Your Own
License

Choose weather you want to use your existing license or create
a new license for the new deployment:

3. On the Details page, complete the Backup and Recovery Configuration section,
if you want backup and recovery.

Caution:

If you want to use the backup option, you must choose it now. You can't
add it later.

Element Description

Backup Destination Controls how backups for the deployment are to be configured:

• Remote Disk Storage—backups are configured to be
created automatically and stored on cloud storage.

If this choice is selected, the Cloud Storage Container,
User Name and Password fields are displayed.

• None—Backups are not configured for this instance.
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Element Description

Cloud Storage
Container

The location where backups to cloud storage are to be stored:

• For database deployments in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic, enter the location of anOracle Cloud Infrastructure
Object Storage Classic container using this form:

Storage-identity_domain/container

where identity_domain is the id of the identity domain,
and container is the name of the container. If this
container doesn’t exist, use the Create Cloud Storage
Container checkbox to create it.

Note: In some Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic
accounts, you cannot use the above form. If you get an
error when you try to use this form, you must instead
provide a full URL for the container using this form:

rest-endpoint-url/container

To determine the rest-endpoint-url value for your
account, see Finding the REST Endpoint URL for Your
Cloud Account in Using Oracle Storage Cloud Service.

Cloud Storage User
Name

A user with read/write (and creation, if necessary) access to
the location specified in Cloud Storage Container:
• For database deployments in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

Classic, enter the Oracle Cloud user name of the
administrator of the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object
Storage Classic container specified in Cloud Storage
Container. Usually, this is your Oracle Cloud user name.

Cloud Storage
Password

The password necessary to access the location specified in
Cloud Storage Container:
• For database deployments in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

Classic, enter the password of the Oracle Cloud user
specified in Cloud Storage User Name.

Create Cloud Storage
Container

Create a new Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage
Classic container as part of the database deployment creation.
Specify the container name and the Cloud Storage user name
and password in the preceding fields.

4. On the Details page, complete the Replication Node Configuration section.

Element Description

Node Description Provide the node information that you want to see in the
GoldenGate Cloud Service Instance Detail page.

Use SSL certificate for
GG MSA

Select to enable SSL communication.

SSH Public Key
Edit

The SSH public key to be used for authentication when using
an SSH client to connect to a compute node that is associated
with your database deployment.

Click Edit to specify the public key. You can upload a file
containing the public key value, paste in the value of a public
key, or create a system-generated key pair.

If you paste in the value, make sure the value does not contain
line breaks or end with a line break.
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Element Description

Compute Shape The number of Oracle Compute Units (OCPUs) and amount of
memory (RAM) for each compute node of the new database
deployment.

General compute shapes for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic are: OC3, OC4, OC5, OC6, and OC7.

Reserved IPs (Available only if you chose an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic region on the wizard’s Service page.)

Specifies whether to use an IP reservation for this deployment.
If you choose Assign Automatically, an IP reservation is not
used and Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service acquires a new IP
address for use by the deployment. Otherwise, Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service uses the IP reservation you choose.

5. On the Details page, complete the service manager Administration Console
Access section.

Element Description

MSA Service Manager
Deployment Username

Enter a username to use to access the Service Manager Web
Interface.

Password for Service
manager and GG MSA
related servers

Enter a password to access the Service Manager Web
Interface.

Confirm Password for
Service manager and
GG MSA related
servers

Confirm the password to access the Service Manager Web
Interface.

6. By clicking in the , you can review the service level, metering frequency,
software release, and software edition that is available for your service Instance.
Click Next.

7. On the Confirmation page, review the information listed. If you are satisfied with
the information, click Create.

If you need to change the information, use the navigation bar or Back button at the
top of the wizard to step back through the pages in the wizard. Click Cancel to
cancel out of the wizard without creating a new instance.

Note:

You can use your service instance when the instance up icon for
GoldenGate appears for that instance in the Services page.

Create an Oracle Database Cloud Classic Instance
If you want to install Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control in your Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud instance, you need to create an Oracle Database Cloud Classic instance.

For this purpose, you have to be sure that your Oracle Database Cloud Service
entitlement of your GoldenGate Cloud Service account is active.
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Note:

For the Oracle GoldenGate functionality to work effectively within your Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service, you must ensure that the recommended patches
are applied to Oracle Database Cloud Service instances. For detailed
patching information, see Oracle GoldenGate/Database Recommended
Patches and Oracle Database Server Recommended Patches.

For information about subscribing to Oracle Database Cloud Service, see How to
Begin with Database Cloud Service Subscriptions.

Procedure: Creating an Oracle Database Cloud Classic Instance

1. In My Services Dashboard, click the Database Classic menu and then click
Open Service Console

a. If you are creating your first instance, you get a Welcome page, there click
either the Instances tab or the Go to console link.

b. If you have instances created, then you go direct to the Instances page, there
click the Create Instance button.

2. On the Instance page, provide a name and description for the database
deployment, and provide information about its high-level characteristics. When you
are finished, click Next to advance to the Details page.

Element Description

Instance Name The name for the new database
deployment. The name:

• Must not exceed 50 characters.
• Must start with a letter.
• Must contain only letters, numbers, or

hyphens.
• Must not contain any other special

characters.
• Must be unique within the identity

domain.
• Is case sensitive.

Description (Optional) A description for the new
database deployment. Use this field to
provide a business reason for creating this
service instance.

Notification Email (Optional) An email address where you
would like updates about the deployment-
creation operation to be sent.

Region (Available only if your identity domain is
enabled for regions.)

Choose No Preference to let Oracle
Database Cloud Service choose an Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic region for you.
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Element Description

IP Network (Available only if you have selected a region
and you have defined one or more IP
networks created in that region using Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Compute Classic.)

Select the IP network where you want the
database deployment placed. Choose No
Preference to use the default shared
network provided by Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Compute Classic.

Assign Public IP (Available only if you have selected an IP
network.)

Choose whether to assign public IP
addresses to the compute nodes in your
database deployment.

If you select this check box (default), then
any node added during deployment
creation, or later added as part of a scaling
operation, will have a public IP address
assigned to it. You will be able to directly
access the nodes from the public Internet.

If you deselect this check box, then any
node added during deployment creation, or
later added as part of a scaling operation,
will not have a public IP address assigned to
it. You will not be able to directly access the
nodes from the public Internet. This
selection is for use cases where you intend
to access the nodes and the database only
from within your IP network or from your on-
premises data center over a VPN network.

Tags Assign a tag from the list of tags or create a
new tag.

Bring Your Own License (Available only in accounts that use the
Universal Credits payment model.)

Controls how the right to use Oracle
Database on the new deployment is
established.

Leave this option unselected to use your
Oracle Cloud account. Your account will be
charged for the new deployment according
to your Oracle Database Cloud Service
agreement.

Select this option to use an existing
perpetual license to Oracle Database. Your
Oracle Cloud account will be charged a
lesser amount for the new deployment
because the right to use Oracle Database is
covered by your perpetual license
agreement.
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Element Description

Service Level The service level for the new deployment.

• Oracle Database Cloud Service
• Oracle Database Cloud Service - Virtual

Image (Not available in accounts that
use the Universal Credits payment
model) (Not available on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure)

Metering Frequency The metering frequency for the new
deployment:

• Hourly
• Monthly

Software Release The release version of Oracle Database for
the new deployment:

• Oracle Database 11g Release 2
• Oracle Database 12c Release 1
• Oracle Database 12c Release 2

Software Edition The Oracle Database software package for
the new deployment:

• Standard Edition
• Enterprise Edition
• Enterprise Edition - High

Performance
• Enterprise Edition - Extreme

Performance
Database Type The type of deployment to create. Select

Single Instance.

3. On the Details page, complete the Database Configuration section by providing
information about the Oracle Database you want to create.

Element Description

DB Name (SID) The name for the database instance. The
name:

• Must not exceed 8 characters.
• Must start with a letter.
• Must contain only letters, numbers, or

these symbols: _ (underscore), # (hash
sign), or $ (dollar sign).

PDB Name (Available only for Oracle Database 12c.)

The name for the default pluggable
database (PDB). The name:

• Must not exceed 8 characters.
• Must start with a letter.
• Must contain only letters, numbers, or

these symbols: _ (underscore), # (hash
sign), or $ (dollar sign).

This option is not available if Create
Instance from Existing Backup is set to Yes.
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Element Description

Administration Password
Confirm Password

The password for the database
administrative users. The password:

• Must be 8 to 30 characters in length.
• Must contain at least one lowercase

letter
• Must contain at least one uppercase

letter
• Must contain at least one number
• Must contain at least one of these

symbols: _ (underscore), # (hash sign),
or $ (dollar sign).

• Must not contain the word “oracle”.

Usable Database Storage (GB) The amount of storage in GB for actual
database data.

Note that up to 8% of this storage will be
used for file system constructs and other
overhead.

Total Data File Storage (GB) The computed amount of storage in GB that
will be allocated to the deployment,
including space for operating system and
product binaries, supporting files, database
data and configuration files, and so on.

Compute Shape The number of Oracle Compute Units
(OCPUs) and amount of memory (RAM) for
each compute node of the new database
deployment.

SSH Public Key
Edit

The SSH public key to be used for
authentication when using an SSH client to
connect to a compute node that is
associated with your database deployment.

Click Edit to specify the public key. You can
upload a file containing the public key value,
paste in the value of a public key, or create
a system-generated key pair.

If you paste in the value, make sure the
value does not contain line breaks or end
with a line break.

Use High Performance Storage (Available only if you have a metered
subscription and you chose an Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic region on the wizard’s
Service page.)

Controls the device type to be used for
database block storage. By default, block
storage is allocated on spinning devices. If
you select this option, then block storage will
be allocated on solid state devices, at an
increased cost.

Advanced Settings: Listener Port The port number for the Oracle Net Listener.

The port number must be between 1521 and
5499 (inclusive).

Advanced Settings: Timezone The time zone for the new database
deployment. The default is Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC).
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Element Description

Advanced Settings: Character Set The database character set for the
database. The database character set is
used for:

• Data stored in SQL CHAR data types
(CHAR, VARCHAR2, CLOB, and LONG)

• Identifiers such as table names, column
names, and PL/SQL variables

• Entering and storing SQL and PL/SQL
source code

This option is not available if Create
Instance from Existing Backup is set to Yes.

Advanced Settings: National Character
Set

The national character set for the database.
The national character set is used for data
stored in SQL NCHAR data types (NCHAR,
NCLOB, and NVARCHAR2).

This option is not available if Create
Instance from Existing Backup is set to Yes.

Advanced Settings:
Enable Oracle GoldenGate

Configures the database for use as the
replication database of an Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service instance. When
you create the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service instance, choose this Database
Cloud Service instance for the associated
database.

Advanced Settings:
Include "Demos" PDB

(Available only for Oracle Database 12c
Release 1.)

Controls whether the "Demos" PDB is to be
included in the database. This PDB contains
demos for many new features of Oracle
Database 12c such as in-memory and
multitenant. Usable Data File Storage must
to be at least 25 GB to include this PDB.

Advanced Settings: IP Reservations (Not available on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure)

(Available only if you chose an Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic region on the wizard’s
Service page.)

Specifies whether to use an IP reservation
for this deployment. If you choose Assign
Automatically, an IP reservation is not
used and a new IP address is used by the
deployment. Otherwise, the IP reservation
you choose is used.

4. On the Details page, complete the Backup and Recovery Configuration section,
choosing a backup option for the database deployment and, depending on your
choice, providing information about the Oracle Storage Cloud Service container
where cloud backups are to be stored.
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Element Description

Backup Destination Controls how backups for the deployment
are to be configured:

• Both Cloud Storage and Local
Storage—backups are configured to be
created automatically and stored both
on local storage and on cloud storage.

If this choice is selected, the Cloud
Storage Container, User Name and
Password fields are displayed.

• Cloud Storage Only — backups are
configured to be created automatically
and stored on cloud storage.

If this choice is selected, the Cloud
Storage Container, User Name and
Password fields are displayed.

• None—Backups are not configured for
the deployment.

Cloud Storage Container The location where backups to cloud
storage are to be stored:

• For database deployments in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic, enter the
location of anOracle Cloud
Infrastructure Object Storage Classic
container using this form:

Storage-identity_domain/container

where identity_domain is the id of
the identity domain, and container is
the name of the container. If this
container doesn’t exist, use the Create
Cloud Storage Container checkbox to
create it.

Note: In some Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic accounts, you
cannot use the above form. If you get
an error when you try to use this form,
you must instead provide a full URL for
the container using this form:

rest-endpoint-url/container

To determine the rest-endpoint-url
value for your account, see Finding the
REST Endpoint URL for Your Cloud
Account in Using Oracle Storage Cloud
Service.
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Element Description

Cloud Storage User Name A user with read/write (and creation, if
necessary) access to the location specified
in Cloud Storage Container:
• For database deployments in Oracle

Cloud Infrastructure Classic, enter the
Oracle Cloud user name of the
administrator of theOracle Cloud
Infrastructure Object Storage Classic
container specified in Cloud Storage
Container. Usually, this is your Oracle
Cloud user name.

Cloud Storage Password The password necessary to access the
location specified in Cloud Storage
Container:
• For database deployments in Oracle

Cloud Infrastructure Classic, enter the
password of the Oracle Cloud user
specified in Cloud Storage User
Name.

Create Cloud Storage Container Create a new Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Object Storage Classic container as part of
the database deployment creation. Specify
the container name and the Cloud Storage
user name and password in the preceding
fields.

Total Estimated Monthly Storage Storage for data files and backups.

5. On the Details page, complete the Initialize Data From Backup section if you
want the new database populated, or “instantiated”, from the data stored in the
Database Backup Cloud Service backup. Otherwise, retain the default value No
for this field. When you are finished, click Next to advance to the Confirm page.

6. On the Confirmation page, review the information listed. If you are satisfied with
the information, click Create.

If you need to change the information, use the navigation bar or Back button at the
top of the wizard to step back through the pages in the wizard. Click Cancel to
cancel out of the wizard without creating a new database deployment.

Final considerations

• Avoid using the sameOracle Database Cloud Service instance for multiple Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service instances. Instead, create one instance for each cloud
database in your replication topology.

• There’s a way to ensure that you can restore the database for an Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service instance without risking data loss. You're responsible
for ensuring that the service instance is in a consistent state after the service
instance is restored.

• Is highly recommended to use a separate Database instance for GoldenGate
Cloud Control repository, which is not same as replication source and target.

Follow these steps through the tutorial Get Started with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service
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4
Connect to Your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Instance

Using Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service, you create and configure an Oracle
GoldenGate environment in Oracle Cloud.Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service sets up
and manages all the compute and storage resources required for replication.

Topics:

• What You Need to Connect to Your Instance

• Accessing an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance

• Understanding the Installation Directory Structure

• Understanding the Replication Configuration Templates

What You Need to Connect to Your Instance
After creating an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud instance, you are ready to access your
virtual machine and start replicating data.

Keep the following information handy to connect to your instance:

• IP address of your created instance. To find the IP address of your instance, see 
Finding the IP address of an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance.

• The SSH key zip file that you had downloaded while creating the instance.

Convert the private key format to use with PuTTY. See Changing private key
format to use with PuTTY.

Access an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance
You access the services and resources of an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance through a Secure Shell (SSH) connection.

SSH is a protocol used to securely log into a remote system. SSH uses a client-server
model. You can use any SSH utility you want. For example, if you are using Linux, you
might use OpenSSH; if you are using Windows, you might use PuTTY.

The SSH protocol uses two keys, a public key and a private key, to provide secure
communication between two systems. In order to access a node with SSH, you must
have a private key that has a corresponding public key on the node. You provide a
public key when you create a service instance, but you can also add other public keys
to existing instances.
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Note:

Use caution when making modifications to an instance’s OS configuration,
particularly as the root user. Certain changes might cause other Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service management operations to fail.

• Accessing an Instance with OpenSSH

• Creating an SSH Tunnel with OpenSSH

• Accessing an Instance with PuTTY

• Creating an SSH Tunnel with PuTTY

• Accessing an Instance with VNC

Access an Instance with OpenSSH
You can access an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance from a UNIX or UNIX-
like platform by using a secure shell (SSH) utility like OpenSSH.

To connect to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance using OpenSSH,
perform the following steps:

1. Access your service console.

2. Click the name of the service instance that contains the node that you want to
access.

3. On the Overview page, identify the Public IP address of the node you want to
access.

For example, 111.111.111.111.

4. From your computer, run the ssh command to connect to the node as the opc
user.

Provide the path to the private key that corresponds to the public key that you
specified when you created this service instance, and the node’s public IP
address.

The command format is: ssh -i path_to_private_key opc@node_IP_address

For example: ssh -i /home/myuser/id_rsa opc@111.111.111.111

5. If prompted, enter the passphrase for the private key.

After you open an SSH connection to an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance,
you can issue commands to the Linux OS.

Create an SSH Tunnel with OpenSSH
If a resource provided by an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance uses a port
that is not directly accessible through the Internet, you can access that resource by
creating a secure shell (SSH) tunnel to the port. You can create an SSH tunnel from a
UNIX or UNIX-like platform by using the OpenSSH SSH utility.

In general, an SSH tunnel can map a remote port to any available port number on your
local computer. Some protocols, such as Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI),
require that the remote and local port numbers be the same value.
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To create an SSH Tunnel with OpenSSH, perform the following steps:

1. Access your service console.

2. Click the name of the service instance that contains the node that you want to
access.

3. On the Overview page, identify the Public IP address of the node that you want to
access.

For example, 111.111.111.111.

4. From your computer, run the ssh command to create an SSH tunnel to the node
as the opc user.

Provide the following:

• The path to the private key that corresponds to the public key that you
specified when you created this service instance.

• The node’s public IP address.

• The port number on the node to which you want to connect. The SSH tunnel
enables connectivity to this remote port by using the port with same number
on your local computer.

The command format is: ssh -i path_to_private_key -
L port:node_IP_address:port opc@node_IP_address -N

For example: ssh -i /home/myuser/id_rsa -L 9001:111.111.111.111:9001
opc@111.111.111.111 -N

5. If prompted, enter the passphrase for the private key.

Applications that are running on your local computer can now communicate with the
resource by using localhost:port, where port is the local port number.

After your work with the SSH tunnel is completed, press Ctrl+C to close the SSH
tunnel.

An alternative to creating an SSH tunnel is creating an access rule for the desired port
number. Make sure that you consider the possible security implications before you
open ports to external access. .

Access an Instance with PuTTY
You can access an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance from a Windows
platform by using PuTTY, an open source networking client.

To download PuTTY, go to http://www.putty.org/.

To connect to an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, perform the following
steps:

1. Access your service console.

2. Click the name of the service instance that contains the node that you want to
access.

3. On the Overview page, identify the Public IP address of the node that you want to
access.

For example, 111.111.111.111.
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4. Start PuTTY on your Windows computer.

The PuTTY Configuration window is displayed, showing the Session panel.

5. In the Host Name (or IP address) field, enter the public IP address of the node.

6. In the Category navigation tree, expand Connection, and then click Data.

7. In the Auto-login username field, enter opc.

8. In the When username is not specified field, select Prompt.

9. In the Category tree, expand Connection, expand SSH, and then click Auth.

10. Under Private key file for authentication, click Browse.

11. Navigate to the location of your private key file, and select it. Click Open.

This private key corresponds to the public key that you specified when you created
this service instance.

Note:

The .ppk file extension indicates that the private key is in PuTTY's
proprietary format. You must use a key of this format when using PuTTY.
If Oracle Cloud generated this key for your service instance, see the
PuTTY documentation for information about converting the key format.

12. Optional: To save this session configuration, click Session in the Category tree,
and then click Save.

To load a saved configuration, select the configuration name, and then click Load.

13. Click Open.

14. If prompted, enter the passphrase for the private key.

After you open an SSH connection to an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance,
you can issue commands to the Linux OS.

Create an SSH Tunnel with PuTTY
If a resource provided by an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance uses a port
that is not directly accessible through the Internet, you can access that resource by
creating a secure shell (SSH) tunnel to the port. You can create an SSH tunnel from a
Windows platform by using PuTTY, an open source networking client.

To download PuTTY, go to http://www.putty.org/.

In general, an SSH tunnel can map a remote port to any available port number on your
local computer. Some protocols, such as Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI),
require that the remote and local port numbers be the same value.
To create an SSH Tunnel to Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, perform the
following steps:

1. Access your service console.

2. Click the name of the service instance that contains the node that you want to
access.

3. On the Overview page, identify the Public IP address of the node that you want to
access.
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For example, 111.111.111.111.

4. Start PuTTY on your Windows computer.

The PuTTY Configuration window is displayed, showing the Session panel.

5. In the Host Name (or IP address) field, enter the public IP address of the node.

6. In the Category navigation tree, expand Connection, and then click Data.

7. In the Auto-login username field, enter opc.

8. In the When username is not specified field, select Prompt.

9. In the Category tree, expand Connection, and then click SSH.

10. Under Protocol options, select the check box Don't start a shell command at
all.

11. In the Category tree, expand SSH, and then click Auth.

12. Under Private key file for authentication, click Browse.

13. Navigate to the location of your private key file, and select it. Click Open.

This private key corresponds to the public key that you specified when you created
this service instance.

Note:

The .ppk file extension indicates that the private key is in PuTTY's
proprietary format. You must use a key of this format when using PuTTY.
If Oracle Cloud generated this key for your service instance, see the
PuTTY documentation for information about converting the key format.

14. In the Category tree, expand SSH, and then click Tunnels.

15. In the Destination field, enter IP:port,

where IP is the IP address of the node and port is the port number on the node to
which you want to connect.

16. In the Source Port field, enter the same port number.

17. Click the Add button.

18. Optional: To save this session configuration, click Session in the Category tree,
and then click Save.

To load a saved configuration, select the configuration name, and then click Load.

19. Click Open.

20. If prompted, enter the passphrase for the private key.

Applications that are running on your local computer can now communicate with the
resource by using localhost:port, where port is the local port number.

After your work with the SSH tunnel is completed, press Ctrl+C to close the SSH
tunnel.

An alternative to creating an SSH tunnel is creating an access rule for the desired port
number. Make sure that you consider the possible security implications before you
open ports to external access. .
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Access an Instance with VNC
You can access an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance by using a Virtual
Network Computing (VNC) client utility.

You can use VNC to work with any OS resources that are accessible from the Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, including graphical applications.

From a Windows platform, you can use RealVNC or TightVNC. From a Linux platform,
you can use the vncviewer utility that is included with your Linux distribution.

By default, the VNC server on an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance uses a
port that is not directly available through the Internet. An SSH tunnel enables access
to the instance’s VNC server port on your local computer. An SSH tunnel also ensures
that all VNC communication uses a secure protocol.

To access an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance with VNC, perform the
following steps:

1. Access your service console.

2. Click the name of the service instance that contains the node that you want to
access.

3. On the Overview page, identify the Public IP address of the node that you want to
access.

For example, 111.111.111.111.

4. From your computer, run the ssh command to connect to the node as the opc
user.

Provide the path to the private key that corresponds to the public key that you
specified when you created this service instance, and the node’s public IP
address.

The command format is: ssh -i path_to_private_key opc@node_IP_address

For example: ssh -i /home/myuser/id_rsa opc@111.111.111.111

5. If prompted, enter the passphrase for the private key.

6. Switch to the oracle user.

sudo su - oracle

The oracle user has regular OS user permissions. It is intended to be used to
start and stop Oracle products that have been installed on the node, or to run
other Oracle applications and utilities on the node.

7. Disable the desktop screensaver lock for this user.

gconftool-2 -s -t bool /apps/gnome-screensaver/lock_enabled false

This Linux property controls whether or not the desktop prompts you for the user’s
password when in screensaver mode.
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8. Start the VNC server on the node, and if necessary change the screen resolution
to match the resolution of your local computer. For example, to 1680 x 1050.

vncserver -nolisten tcp -localhost -geometry 1680x1050

9. When prompted, enter a password for this VNC session.

10. Note the display number for this VNC session, such as :1.

By default, the listen port is 5901 for VNC session :1 , port 5902 for VNC
session :2, and so on.

11. Disconnect from the node.

exit

12. Run the following command to open an SSH tunnel to localhost:vnc_port on the
node.

The command format is: ssh -i path_to_private_key -
L vnc_port:localhost:vnc_port opc@node_IP_address -N

For example: ssh -i /home/myuser/id_rsa -L 5901:localhost:5901
opc@111.111.111.111 -N

13. If prompted, enter the passphrase for the private key.

14. Start your VNC client application and connect to localhost:vnc_port.

15. When prompted, enter the password that you previously configured for this VNC
session.

After your work with the SSH tunnel is completed, press Ctrl+C on your local computer
to close the SSH tunnel.

To terminate the VNC server on the instance, run the command vncserver —
kill :display_num. For example, vncserver —kill :1

Installation Directory Structure
Once you log into your instance machine, you can view the directory structure for your
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud installation.

The following table lists the details of directory structure for different individual
components:

OGG Version
Selected
During
Instance
Creation –>

Oracle GoldenGate 12.2 Oracle GoldenGate
18.1 Classic

Oracle GoldenGate
12.3 with MSA

Home
Directory

/u02/data/gg123ora12 /u02/data/
gg123ora18c

/u02/data/
gg123msaora18c

Parameter
Files Directory

/u02/data/gg123ora12/
dirprm

/u02/data/
gg123ora18c/dirprm

/u02/data/
gg123msaora18c/
dirprm
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OGG Version
Selected
During
Instance
Creation –>

Oracle GoldenGate 12.2 Oracle GoldenGate
18.1 Classic

Oracle GoldenGate
12.3 with MSA

GLOBALS
File Directory

/u02/data/gg123ora12/
GLOBALS

/u02/data/
gg123ora18c/
GLOBALS

/u02/data/
gg123msaora18c/
GLOBALS

Data Directory /u02/data/ggdata /u02/data/ggdata/
gg123ora18c

/u02/data/ggdata/
gg123msaora18c

GoldenGate
Cloud Control

/u02/data/ggcc /u02/data/ggcc NA

Additional
Comments

Oracle GoldenGate 11g is
installed at:

/u02/data/
gg123ora11g/u02/data/
ggdata/
gg123ora11g/u02/data/
ggdata/ggora11g

Oracle GoldenGate 11g
is installed at:

/u02/data/
gg123ora11g/u02/
data/ggdata/
gg123ora11g/u02/
data/ggdata/
ggora11g

Oracle GoldenGate 11g
with MSA is installed at:

/u02/data/
gg123msaora11g/u02
/data/ggdata/
gg123msaora11g
Oracle GoldenGate
12.3 with MSA is
installed at:

/u02/data/
gg123msaora12/u02/
data/ggdata/
gg123msaora12

The following components are installed in each Oracle GoldenGate Cloud instance.

Components Home Directory Data Directory Comments

Big Data /u02/data/
ggbigdata/

/u02/data/ggdata/
ggbigdata

To use BigData bits:

#sudo su - oracle

#source 
~/.ggbigdata

MySQL /u02/data/
ggmysql/

/u02/data/ggdata/
ggmysqlData

To use MySQL bits:

#sudo su - oracle

#source 
~/.ggmysql

DB2 /u02/data/ggdb2 /u02/data/ggdata/
ggdb2Data

To use DB2 bits:

#sudo su - oracle

#source ~/.ggdb2
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Note:

• You must treat the /u01 directory as a read-only volume. This directory
includes gghome too. Any entries in this gghome that can be modified are
symbolically linked to/u02.

• You can modify entries in /u02/data/ggdata.

Replication Configuration Templates
Your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud instance has replication configuration templates that
help you quickly get started with your replication processes. The templates include
extract, pump and Replicat parameter files, and shell script to create credential stores
and SOCKS5 Proxy.

The following files are located under the dirprm directory:

File Description

MGR.prm Manager parameter file.

EXTIN.prm For integrated Extract.

PUMP.prm Parameter file that can be used in case of bi-directional replication.

ADD_EXTRACT.o
by

Obey file for create Extract and pump.

REPCO.prm For coordinated Replicat.

REPIN.prm For integrated Replicat.

ADD_REPLICAT.
oby

Obey file for create Replicat.

The following table describes other important files that are included in the GoldenGate
Cloud instance home directory:

File Description

README Contains general information.

CREDENTIAL_ST
ORE_SETUP.sh

Shell script for creating credential store.

SSH_SOCK5_SET
UP.sh

Shell script for creating SOCK5 Proxy.

GLOBALS Oracle GoldenGate global configuration file.
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5
Replicate Data Using Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service allows you to replicate data from various on-
premise and cloud sources to various on-premise and cloud targets.

Topics:

• Replication Using Oracle Database Cloud Service

• Replication Using Oracle Exadata Cloud Service

• Replication Using Oracle Big Data Cloud Service

• Replication Using Oracle MySQL Cloud Service

• Replication Using Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud

Configure Oracle GoldenGate Cloud for Replication
In your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance VM, you configure Extracts, data
pumps, and Replicats to enable data replication.

Topics:

• How do I Configure Extracts and Data Pumps?

• How do I Configure Replication?

How do I Configure Replication?
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service replication requires connecting to and configuring
database support for the replication node.

Configure a General Replication Process

1. Connect to the node defined in the Manager parameter file mgr.prm located
at /u01/app/oracle/gghome/dirprm

2. Avoid using root user to run GoldenGate Cloud Service processes, otherwise
some operations can fail to read using 'oracle' user.

In the following table, you can review the parameters and descriptions necessary to
configure a replication process.

Parameter Description

Port: Establishes the TCP/IP Port Number on Which Manager Listens For Requests

DynamicPortList: Specifies the ports that Manager can dynamically allocate

Autostart: Specifies the processes to be restarted after abnormal termination
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Parameter Description

LagReportHours: Sets the interval, in hours, at which Manager checks the lag for Extract and
Replicat processing. Alternatively, this interval can be set in minutes.

LagInfoMinutes: Specifies the interval at which Extract and Replicat send an informational
message to the event log. Alternatively, this interval can be set in seconds or
hours.

LagCriticalMinutes: Specifies the interval at which Extract and Replicat send a critical message to
the event log. Alternatively, this interval can be set in seconds or hours.

PurgeOldExtracts: Purges the GoldenGate Cloud Service trails that are no longer needed, based
on option settings.

Note:

If you copy and paste text into parameter files, then beware of editors that try
to turn a double-minus into em—dashes.

Managing Trail Files Use the PurgeOldExtracts parameter in the Manager
parameter file to purge trail files when GoldenGate Cloud Service has finished
processing them.

Note:

Trail files, if not managed properly, can consume a significant amount of disk
space!

Configure Replication process, using the DMZ (Demilitarized Zone) Server

A DMZ server is a public-facing computer host placed on a separate or isolated
network segment. The intention of this server is to provide an addition layer of network
security between servers in the trusted network and servers in the public network.

Follow the four high-level steps to configuring a replication from a non-cloud database
to cloud.

1. Start the SSH Proxy Server on the DMZ Server.

2. Configure and start the Online Change Capture Process (Extract) on the on-
premise server.

3. Configure and start the Data pump Extract on the on-premise Server (SOCKS
PROXY pointing to DMZ Server).

4. Configure and start the Online Change Delivery Process (Replicat) on the GGCS
server.

1. Start the SSH Proxy Tunnel Setup on the DMZ Server

• Start the SSH SOCKS Proxy Server on the DMZ Server

Command Syntax:
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ssh –i <private_key file> -v –N –f –D <listening IP
Address>:<listening IP port><GGCS Oracle User>@<GGCS IP
Address>><socksproxy output file>2>&1

Parameter Description

–i Private Key file.

-v Verbose Mode.

–N Don’t execute remote command (used for port forwarding).

–f Run SSH process in the background.

–D Specifies to run as local dynamic application level forwarding;
act as a SOCKS proxy server on a specified interface and port.

2>&1 Redirect Stdout and Stderr to the output filelistening.

IP Address DMZ Server IP Address.

listening IP port TCP/IP Port Number.

• Verify that the SSH SOCKS Proxy server has started successfully.

Check the socks proxy output file using the cat Unix command.

Look for the:

Local connections to <dmz-server:port> and

Local forwarding listening on <ip_address> port <port #>.

This information helps you to make sure you’re pointing to the right DMZ server
address and port.

2. Configure and Start the Online Change Capture Process (Extract) on the On-
premises Server

On the source server, create the online change capture (Extract) process, using the
following commands:

GGCSI> add extract etpcadb, tranlog, begin now  
GGSCI> add exttrail ./dirdat/ea, extract etpcadb, megabytes 100  
GGSCI> start extract etpcadb  
GGSCI> info extract etpcadb detail

3. Configure and Start the Data pump Extract on the On-premise Server

On the source server, create the datapump (Extract) process, using the following
commands:

GGCSI> add extract ptpcadb, exttrailsource ./dirdat/ea
GGSCI> add rmttrail ./dirdat/pa, extract ptpcadb, megabytes 100
GGSCI> start extract ptpcadb
GGSCI> info extract ptpcadb detail
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4. Configure and Start the Online Change Delivery Process (Replicat) on the
Cloud Server.

On the GoldenGate Cloud Service server, create the Change Delivery process
(Replicat) using the following commands:

GGCSI> dblogin useridalias ggcsuser_alias
GGSCI> add replicat rtpcadb integrated, exttrail ./dirdat/pa
GGSCI> start replicat rtpcadb
GGSCI> info replicat rtpcadb detail

You can review this detailed steps by following the tutorial Replicate On-Premises
Data to Cloud with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service.

How do I Configure Extracts and Data Pumps?
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service replication requires you to configure Extract and
data pump process on source.

1. To connect to the replication node, use one of the following options:

• Local trail (ExtTrail) on the local system

• Remote trail (RmtTrail) on the remote system

Note:

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service trails support the continuous
extraction and replication of database changes storing these changes
temporarily on cloud. A trail can reside on any platform that Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service supports. (Oracle and MySQL databases are
supported).

You can configure one Replication node to process a trail for target
databases. After all the data has been consumed, Replicat can then
purge the data using the MinKeepDays parameter. As long as Replicat
remains current, your temporary storage requirements for trails can be
low.

2. Format the Trail:

•By default, trails are formatted in canonical format, allowing them to be
exchanged rapidly and accurately among databases.

Each trail file contains the following:

• Record header area: Stored at the beginning of the file and contains
information about the trail file itself.

Trail File Information

– Compatibility level

– Character set (globalization function with version 11.2.1 and later)

– Creation time
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– File sequence number

– File size

First and Last Record Information

– Timestamp

– Commit Sequence Number (CSN)

Extract Information

– Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service version

– Group name

– Host name and Hardware type

– Operating system type and version

– DB type, version, and character set

• Record data area: Contains a header area as well as a data area.

• Checkpoints: Both Extract and Replicat maintain checkpoints into the trails.
Checkpoints provide persistent processing whenever a failure occurs. Each
process resumes where the last checkpoint was saved, guaranteeing that no
data is lost. One Extract can write to one or many trails. One or many Replicat
processes are involved in processing each trail.

Note:

Instead of the default canonical format, you can use alternative formats
to output data.

This feature is beneficial if database load utilities or other programs are
used that require different input format.

These alternative formats include:

• Logical Change Records (LCRs)

• FormatASCII

• FormatSQL

• FormatXML

3. Set Up a View

Objective Command

To view the trail file header: Logdump 1> fileheader on

To view the record header with the data: Logdump 2> ghdr on

To add column information: Logdump 3> detail on

To add hexadecimal and ASCII data values
to the column list:

Logdump 4> detail data

To control how much record data is
displayed:

Logdump 5> reclen 280

4. Keep a log of your session
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Objective Command

To start and stop the logging of a logdump
session, use the Log option:

Logdump> Log to MySession.txt

When enabled, logging remains in effect for
all sessions of Logdump until it’s disabled
with the Log Stopcommand:

Logdump> Log Stop

Supported Scenarios

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service supports heterogeneous replication through the
Classic Extract mechanism.

This table describes different scenarios considering that integrated extract and
integrated delivery are not supported on any of the non-Oracle databases.

Source Target Extract Replicat

Oracle 12c Oracle Database Cloud
Service

Integrated Extract is
supported

Integrated and Coordinated
Delivery supported

MySQL Oracle Database Cloud
Service

Only Classic Extract is
supported

Integrated and Coordinated
Delivery supported

Note:

With Oracle 12c when not using multi-tenancy, you can still use Classic
Extract, however it can’t be used when container/pluggable databases are
used.

You can review detailed steps in the tutorial, Replicate On-Premises Data to Cloud
with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Replicate Data Using Oracle Exadata Cloud
You can capture data from and delivery data to Oracle Exadata Cloud Service using
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Topics:

• About Replication Using Oracle Exadata Cloud Service

• How do I Create an Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service Instance?
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About Replication Using Oracle Exadata Cloud Service
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service supports real-time data replication, from on-premise
Oracle DB, or Database Cloud Service to Exadata Service.

DBCS/Exadata Service Requirement / Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
replication setup requirement

Database Cloud Service can setup instances for Oracle GoldenGate replications to
Exadata Service. The setup includes the following steps:

• Create ggadm database user.

– Create GoldenGate admin user in the database using user name ggadm. The
ggadm user's password is the same as the DBCS administration password. 

– Grant necessary database privileges to ggadm to enable Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service replication

• Prepare the database for GoldenGate Cloud Service replication. 

– Set database parameters (enable_goldengate_replication, 
streams_pool_size)

– Alter database to add supplemental logging and to enable force logging.

By default the ggadm user will be created, but users have option to overwrite the setup
to specify a different user name.

A script file is included in DBCS instance to setup the Oracle GoldenGate
replication. This setup occurs while users provision a new DBCS instance or update
an existing DBCS instance for Exadata Service. 

You will be charged based on the number of OCPUs on the Exadta CS box.

Note:

Exadata Cloud Service opens the SQL*Net port for Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service access (extract and replicat)

How do I Create an Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service
Instance?

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service supports capturing from, and delivering to Exadata
Cloud Service. The replication is based on the remote capture and delivery
architecture. Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service captures from on-premises Oracle
Databases and sends data to a GoldenGate Cloud Service instance. This instance
connects to Database Cloud Service in Exadata Service through SQL*Net and
performs remote delivery (integrated delivery).

You must create an Exadata Cloud Service database deployment that is properly
configured for use as a GoldenGate Cloud Service replication target before you create
a GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.
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Before you can create a database deployment, you must have an active Exadata
Cloud Service instance in place.

Note:

If you do not have an active service instance in place, then the Create
Service wizard will not show the options required to create a deployment on
Exadata Cloud Service.

Review Creating an Exadata Cloud Service Instance

You must complete the following fields when using the wizard.

• Service level: Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service.

• Database release: This selection determines the version of Oracle Grid
Infrastructure that is configured.

Database
releases

Version of Oracle Grid Infrastructure

Oracle
Database 11g
Release 2 or
Oracle
Database 12c
Release 1

Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12c Release 1 is installed and can only be
used to support version 11.2 or version 12.1 database deployments. In
this case, you cannot later use the Create Service wizard to create a
version 12.2 database deployment.

Oracle
Database 12c
Release 2

Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12c Release 2 is installed and used to support
all of your database deployments, including subsequent deployments
that use an earlier Oracle Database release version.

If you wish to deploy Oracle Database 12c Release 2 on a system that is already
configured with Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12c Release 1, then you must manually
upgrade to Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12c Release 2 and manually create the
version 12.2 database deployment. For details see My Oracle Support note
2206224.1.

• Database edition: The only valid option for use with Exadata Cloud Service is
Enterprise Edition — Extreme Performance.

Configure the database deployment for use as a replication database by setting the
Enable Oracle GoldenGate option on the Service Details page of the wizard.

The target database must be network accessible on the listener port by:

• Specifically enabling network access to the Oracle Net Listener port. Review 
Enabling Access to a Compute Node Port.

Note:

If you specifically enable access to the Oracle Net Listener port, ensure
that you always use an encrypted Oracle Net connection. Review Using
Network Encryption and Integrity.
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• Or you can configure an IPSec VPN. This enables secure connectivity on any port
between a customer network and the Oracle Public Cloud. Review Enabling IPSec
VPN Access to Exadata Cloud Service.

Once you have created and properly configured an Exadata Cloud Service database
deployment for use as a replication target, you can create an Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service instance that uses it.

When provisioning your Database, you can select any Oracle Database Exadata
Cloud Service you already have.

1. You first create the Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service instance by
launching the wizard. The wizard is invoked through the Open Service Console
button on the Cloud My Services Dashboard related to the Exadata Cloud Service.

2. Provide all the Instance Details:

Instance Details
fields

Description

Name The name for your service instance is no longer than 25
characters, starts with a letter, not contains spaces or other
special characters and is unique within the identity domain.

Data Center The data center that will host your Exadata Cloud Service
instance.

Plan A plan is associated with a set of attributes that apply to a
service. For Exadata Cloud Service only one plan is available.

Rack size Select the option that describes the number of compute nodes
and Exadata Storage Servers that you have.

Extra number of
OCPUs (Cores)

Optionally you can enter a number of additional CPU cores that
you want to enable.

Exadata System
Name

The Exadata Database Machine environment. This name is also
used as the cluster name for the Oracle Grid Infrastructure
installation.

Database backups on
Exadata Storage (Yes
or No)

Check this option to configure the storage to enable local
database backups on Exadata storage.

Administrator Details Provide information about the administrator of your Exadata
Database Machine environment

3. Create the Service instance by clicking in the Create Service Instance button.

4. In the Overview you can also review additional information: (like the Service Start
Date and the Version).

Note:

When you run the Oracle Database Cloud Service provisioning wizard,
always select an Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service option. This
action is to have the Oracle Database software pre-installed on an
Oracle Exadata machine. Using this option, Database Service instances
are created on available Exadata infrastructure.

5. When configuring your Oracle Database Cloud Service, you select Exadata
System for your service instance.
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6. Finally, when configuring your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, you
select the Database Cloud Service that has Exadata.

Follow the steps through the tutorial Get Started with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service

To enable Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service replication, you need to file an SR to
whitelist the GGCS IP address so that GGGCS can communicate with the Exadata DB
instance with the SQL*Net connection. The SR would typically include the following
information:

• IdentityDomain ID -xxxxxx of the GGCS VM

• Source Compute instance - GGCS VM IP address

• Exadata CS SQL*Net Port: 1521

You can find additional Exadata Cloud Service documentation at: Enabling Access to
a Compute Node Port

Note:

• Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service doesn't support Oracle database 12.2
capture yet.

• With Exadata CS X6, you can complete the whitelist operation using the
UI interface.

Replicate Data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse
Cloud

You can replicate data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud using Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Topics:

• About Replicating Data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud

• Understanding What is Supported While Replicating Data to Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud

• How Do I Replicate Data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud

About Replicating Data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud
You can configure an Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud instance as a
target database for Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud is a fully-managed data warehouse designed to
support all standard SQL and business intelligence tools and deliver scalable analytic
query performance. Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud provides all of the
performance of the market-leading Oracle Database in a fully-managed environment
that is tuned and optimized for data warehouse workloads. Some data types, SQL
commands, and database features are not available in Autonomous Data Warehouse
Cloud.
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To setup Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud as a target database, you must
use Oracle GoldenGate 12.3 in an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance that
includes Oracle GoldenGate 12c (12.3.0.1.2). The source for the replication to Oracle
Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud can be:

• Oracle GoldenGate On Premises releases 12.3.0.1.2 and later are certified with
Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud for remote delivery using the non-
integrated Replicats only. However, any supported release of Oracle GoldenGate
for any supported database and operating system combination that can send trail
data to Oracle GoldenGate for Oracle Database release 12.3.0.1.2 and later, can
be used as source systems.

• Oracle Database Cloud Service on Oracle Cloud and Oracle Cloud at Customer

• Oracle Exadata Cloud Service on Oracle Cloud and Oracle Cloud at Customer

Note:

You cannot setup Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud database as a
source database for Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Use Case for Replicating to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud with
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service

Use Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service to replicate data to Oracle Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud for:

• Real-time data warehousing: Replicate on-premises data to Oracle Autonomous
Data Warehouse Cloud to set up a staging environment for downstream ETL or
real-time data warehousing.

• Operational reporting: Replicate real-time data from multiple on-premises data
sources and deliver to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud for creating
reports.

Understanding What is Supported While Replicating to Autonomous
Data Warehouse Cloud

Review the supported data types and limitations before replicating data to
Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.

Understanding Limitations

For a complete list of database initialization parameter restrictions, database features
restrictions, SQL commands restrictions, and data types restrictions, see Autonomous
Data Warehouse Cloud for Experienced Oracle Database Users.

The Oracle Database data types that are supported by Oracle GoldenGate can be
replicated to Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud. For a complete list of supported
data types, see Details of Support for Oracle Data Types in Using Oracle GoldenGate
for Oracle Database. The support limitations mentioned for replicating data to Oracle
Database using Oracle GoldenGate apply to replicating data to Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud too. There are additional limitations when replicating data into
Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud as listed in the following section.
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Oracle GoldenGate Replicat Limitations for Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud

Currently, only non-integrated Replicats are supported with Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud. Integrated Replicats are not supported.

For the best compression ratio in your target tables in Autonomous Data Warehouse
Cloud, Oracle recommends replicating changes (including updates and deletes) from
your source systems as inserts into staging tables and using in-database batch
operations to merge the changes into your target tables.

Data Type Limitations for DDL and DML Replications

The following data types are not supported while replicating data to Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud:

• LONG

• LONG RAW

• XMLTYPE STORE AS OBJECT RELATIONAL

• XMLTYPE STORE AS BINARY

• BFILE

• MEDIA

• SPATIAL

The following data types are supported only when the trail file is generated through an
integrated Extract.

• ABSTRACT/USER DEFINED TYPE

• UROWID

• ANYDATA

How Do I Replicate Data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse
Cloud?

You need to configure non-integrated Replicats to deliver data to Oracle
Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.

Prerequisites:

You should have the following details available with you:

• Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance details.

• Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud database account details.

• Your source database with Oracle GoldenGate Extract processes configured.

Replication Procedure Overview

To deliver data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud using Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service, perform the following tasks:

• Configure Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud for Replication.
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– Unlock the pre-created Oracle GoldenGate database user ggadmin in Oracle
Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.

– Create new application user user_target.

– Create target database tables for replication.

• Obtain Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud client credentials file.

• Configure Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service for replication.

– Transfer the client credentials file that you downloaded from Oracle
Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.

– Configure the sqlnet.ora file.

– Configure the tnsnames.ora file.

– Create a useridalias for the ggadmin Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse
Cloud user.

• Configure Oracle GoldenGate Manager and non-integrated Replicats to deliver
data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.

Configure Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud for Replication

In the Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud database, complete the following
tasks:

1. Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud has a pre-existing database user
created for Oracle GoldenGate called ggadmin. The ggadmin user has been
granted the right set of privileges for Oracle GoldenGate Replicat to work. By
default, this user is locked. To unlock the ggadmin user, connect to your Oracle
Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud database as the ADMIN user using any SQL
client tool. See About Connecting to Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.

2. Run the alter user command to unlock the ggadmin user and set the password
for it. See Creating Users with Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.

alter user ggadmin identified by password account unlock;

3. Create the new application user user_target.

create user user_target identified by password;
grant create session, resource, create view, create table to 
user_target;

4. Connect to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud database as the
user_target user and create schema and target tables for which DDL replication
is not enabled.

Obtain Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud Client Credentials File

To establish connection to your Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud database,
you download the client credentials file from the Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse
Cloud service console.
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Note:

If you do not have administrator access to Oracle Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud, you should ask your service administrator to download
and provide the client credentials file to you.

1. Log into your Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud account.

2. From the Instance page, click the menu option for the Oracle Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud instance and select Service Console.

3. Log into the service console using the admin username and its associated
password.

4. In the service console, click the Administration tab.

5. Click Download Client Credentials.

6. Enter a password to secure your client credentials file and click Download.

7. Save the client credentials file to your local system.

The client credentials file contains the following files:

• cwallet.sso

• ewallet.p12

• keystore.jks

• ojdbc.properties

• sqlnet.ora

• tnsnames.ora

• truststore.jks

You refer to the sqlnet.ora and tnsnames.ora files while configuring Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service to work with Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.

Configure Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service for Replication

In the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, complete the following tasks:

1. Connect to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.

ssh -i private_key opc@IP_address_of_your_instance

2. Once you are connected to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance,
change user to oracle.

sudo su - oracle

3. Transfer the client credentials file that you downloaded from Oracle Autonomous
Data Warehouse Cloud to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.

4. In the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, unzip the client credentials file
into a new directory /u02/data/adwc_credentials. This will be your key directory.

5. To configure the connection details, open your tnsnames.ora file from the oracle
client location in the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.
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Note:

If your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service is associated with Oracle
Database Cloud Service, the tnsnames.ora file will exist. Otherwise, you
need to create the tnsnames.ora file and the network/admin directories
under /u02/data/oci.

cd /u02/data/oci/network/admin
ls
tnsnames.ora

6. Edit the tnsnames.ora file in the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance to
include the connection details that is available in the tnsnames.ora file in your key
directory (the directory where you unzipped the client credentials file downloaded
from Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud).

Sample Connection String
connection_name = (description= (address=(protocol=tcps)(port=TNS 
Service port)(host=ADWC_IP))
(connect_data=(service_name=ADWC_Database_Name 
(security=(ssl_server_cert_dn="ADWC SSL certification")))

Note:

The tnsnames.ora file provided with the client credentials file contains
three database service names identifiable as:

ADWC_Database_Name_low
ADWC_Database_Name_medium
ADWC_Database_Name_high

For Oracle GoldenGate replication, use ADWC_Database_Name_low. See 
Predefined Database Service Names for Autonomous Data Warehouse
Cloud

7. To configure the wallet, create a sqlnet.ora file in the oracle client location in the
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.

cd /u02/data/oci/network/admin
ls
sqlnet.ora tnsnames.ora

8. Edit this sqlnet.ora file to include your key directory.

WALLET_LOCATION = (SOURCE = (METHOD = file) (METHOD_DATA = 
(DIRECTORY="/u02/data/adwc_credentials"))) 
SSL_SERVER_DN_MATCH=yes
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9. To create a useridalias, start GGSCI.

cd $GGHOME
./ggsci

10. Create the Oracle GoldenGate wallet and add the useridalias to the credential
store.

GGSCI add credentialstore
GGSCI Alter credentialstore ADD USER ggadmin@connection_name PASSWORD 
password alias ggadmin_alias 
GGSCI DBLOGIN USERIDALIAS ggadmin_alias

Configure Oracle GoldenGate Manager and Classic Replicat to deliver to Oracle
Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud

1. If you are not already connected to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance, connect using the ssh command.

ssh -i private_key opc@IP_address_of_your_host

2. Once you are connected to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance,
change user to oracle.

sudo su - oracle

3. From your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, test the connection to your
Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud instance using sqlplus.

sqlplus ggadmin/password@connection_name 

4. After you are connected to the Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud
database in sqlplus from your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, ensure
that the target replication tables are available.

5. Connect to GGSCI.

cd $GGHOME
./ggsci

6. To configure, Oracle GoldenGate manager, open the mgr parameter file to edit it.

GGSCI edit param mgr

7. Ensure that the manager parameter file has the following information:

PORT port_number
Dynamicportlist port_1-port_n
ACCESSRULE, PROG COLLECTOR, IPADDR IP_Address_GGCS_host, ALLOW
PURGEOLDEXTRACTS path_to_the_trail_file, USECHECKPOINTS, MINKEEPHOURS n 
hours MINKEEPFILES n files
AUTORESTART ER *, RETRIES n, WAITMINUTES n, RESETMINUTES n

8. Add GGSCHEMA ggadmin to your GLOBALS file.
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9. Stop and start the manager and confirm that it started.

GGSCI stop mgr
GGSCI start mgr
GGSCI info mgr

10. Configure your Replicat file. A sample Replicat file is listed here. For a complete
list of Replicat file parameters, see Oracle GoldenGate Parameters in Oracle
GoldenGate Reference.

replicat rep_name 
useridalias ggadmin_alias 
discardfile ./dirrpt/rep_name.dsc,purge 
REPORTCOUNT EVERY 5000 RECORDS
map SourceSchema.SourceTable, target TargetSchema.TargetTable [filter 
clauses];

11. In GGSCI, login to the database using useridalias and add the Replicat.

add replicat rep_name,exttrail ./dirdat/trail_file_name

Note:

Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud times out and disconnects
Replicat if it is idle for more than 60 minutes. When Replicat tries to
apply changes (when it gets new changes) after being idle, it encounters
a database error and abends. You must restart the Replicat unless you
have configured AUTORESTART.

You have successfully configured a classic Replicat. You can now start the replicat
process and replicate data to Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud.
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6
Maintain Your GoldenGate Cloud
Instances

Learn how to perform maintenance tasks, such as reviewing the activity log, updating
the SSH access key, managing access rules, scaling, performing back and restore
procedures, and upgrading your service instance.

Topics

• Best Practices to Keep Your Instances Manageable

• View Instance Details

• Review Activities on Your Instance

• View Access Rules

• Enable Access to Service Components

• View the SSH Access Page

• Add an SSH Public Key to Your Instance

• Scale Your Instance Block Storage

• Scale Your Instance

• Perform Backup and Restore

• Upgrade or Patch Your Instance

• Delete Your Instance

• Send Oracle GoldenGate Environment Data to Oracle Support

Best Practices to Keep Your Instances Manageable
Use these best practices to ensure that your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instances stay manageable.

Reliable management of Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances requires a
specific software environment. This environment includes service instances of Oracle
Database Cloud Service and Oracle Storage Cloud Service, and a Secure Shell (SSH)
public key. For more information about these features, see Before You Begin.

To keep your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances manageable, follow these
guidelines:

• Don’t use the same Oracle Database Cloud Service instance with multiple Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service instances. This action ensures that you can restore the
database for an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance without risking data
loss for other service instances.

• Don't change the ingress and egress network and security settings of any
infrastructure resources that the cloud service instance uses.
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• Don’t close any ports or protocols that Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service opened
during creation of a cloud service instance.

You can open new ports and protocols, but closing existing ports and protocols
impair the functioning of a service instance.
For more information about the ports that Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service opens
during creation of a cloud service instance, see Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Offerings.

• Don’t change OS users and SSH key settings that Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service configured during the creation of a cloud service instance. If necessary,
you can update your SSH key at any time, see: View the SSH Access Page.

View Instance Details
The Oracle Cloud Service Instance Detail page has all the details of each service
instance you have in your identity domain.

You can access the GoldenGate Cloud Service Instance Detail page by clicking into a
service name.

The GoldenGate Cloud Service Instance Detail page helps you to perform a variety of
tasks.

What You See on the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Detail Page

You can review the following information on the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
Instance Detail page when clicking on a service instance name. You have to have one
or more service instances created.

Element Description

Administration section Displays if there are patches available for the service instance and the
status of the last successful backup, if exists.
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Element Description

Shows the following options:

• GoldenGate Cloud Control Console — Opens the console, unless
the service is stopped.

• WebLogic Server Administration Console — Opens the console,
unless the service is stopped.

• Start — Starts the service.
• Stop

— Stops the service.
• Restart

— Restarts the service.
• SSH Access — To upload a new SSH Key for your service, unless the

service is stopped. For more information, review View the SSH Access
Page

• Access Rules — To define where traffic is allowed, configure sources,
destinations, and ports for your service. For more information, review 
Enable Access to Service Components

• View Activity — Goes to the Activity tab in which you can search and
review the operation log of your services in your identity domain.

Note:

This menu is disabled while the instance
service selected is being created, terminated
or in maintenance.

Starts the service.

Stops the service.

Re-starts the service.

Opens the Healthcheck section.

Healthcheck results (retrieving
date)

Displays monitoring information:

• Memory utilization percent
• File system usage percent
• CPU utilization percent

Nodes Number of Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instances in the identity
domain

OCPUs Total number of Oracle Compute Units (OCPUs) allocated across all Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service instances

Memory Total amount of memory in GBs allocated across all Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service instances

Storage Total amount of storage in GBs allocated across all Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service instances
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Element Description

Virtual Machines Details The summary of the following details
• Status of the instance.
• Location: ID of where the service is placed.
• Version: Version of the used service, for example 12.1.2.1.10-1.
• Backup destination: Configuration of the backup.

Replication Component when

clicking the  it shows:

The summary of the following details of a ready service.
• State
• Database Service: The Oracle Database Cloud Service associated to

this service.
• PDB Name: The Pluggable DataBase Name related to this service.
• Username
• Compute Shape: The compute shape you’re using.
• Node Description: The description you entered for your service.
• Schema Prefix: The prefix you selected for your service. Remember

that this prefix should be unique.

Resources when clicking the  it
shows:

The summary of the following details
• Host Name
• Public IP
• Instance
• OCPUs
• Memory
• Storage

Associated Services when clicking

the  it shows:

• Service Name — The name you provided to the associated service.
• Service Type — Oracle Database Cloud Service
• Status — The activity indicator for the service.

Note:

If there’s an in-progress operation, a message section appears at the bottom
with:

• Service Name

• Operation

• Status

• Start and End times

Review Activities on Your Instance
Use this page to search and review activities of Oracle GoldenGate Cloudservice
instances in your identity domain. You can restrict the list of activities displayed using
search filters.

What You Can Do From the Activity Page

Use the Activity page to view operations for all Oracle GoldenGate Cloud service
instances in your identity domain.
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You can use the page’s Search Activity Log section to filter the list of displayed
operations based on:

• The time the operation was started

• The status of the operation

• The name of the service instance on which the operation was performed

• The type of the operation

In the table of results, you can:

• Click any column heading to sort the table by that column.

• Click the triangle at the start of an operation’s row to see more details about that
operation.

What You See on the Activity Page

The following table describes the key information shown on the Activity page.

Element Description

Start Time Range Filters activity results to include only
operations started within a specified time
range. The range defaults to the previous 24
hours.

Status Filters operations by status of the operation:

• All
• Scheduled
• Running
• Succeeded
• Failed
You can select any subset of status types. The
default value is All.

Service Name Filters the activity results to include operations
only for the specified service instance. You
can enter a full or partial service instance
name.

Service Type Filters the activity results to include operations
only for instances of the specified service type.
The default value is the current cloud service.

Operation Filters the activity results to include selected
types of operations. You can select any subset
of the given operations. The default value is
All.

Search Searches for activities by applying the filters
specified by the Start Time Range, Status,
Service Name, Service Type and Operation
fields, and displays activity results in the table.

Reset Clears the Start Time Range and Service
Name fields, and returns the Status and
Operation fields to their default values.

Results per page Specifies the number of results you want to
view per page. The default value is 10.
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Element Description

Displays status messages for the given
operation. Clicking on the resulting downward
arrow hides the status messages.

Service Name Shows the name of the service instance and
its identity domain:
service_instance:identity_domain.

You can sort the column in ascending or
descending order.

Service Type Shows the type of cloud service for this
instance.

You can sort the column in ascending or
descending order.

Operation Shows the type of operation performed on the
service instance.

You can sort the column in ascending or
descending order.

Status Shows the status of the operation performed
on the service instance.

You can sort the column in ascending or
descending order.

Start Time Shows the time the operation started.

You can sort the column in ascending or
descending order.

End Time Shows the time the operation ended, if the
operation is complete.

You can sort the column in ascending or
descending order.

Initiated By Shows the user that initiated the operation.
The user can be any user in the identity
domain who initiated the operation or, for
certain operations such as automated backup,
System.

You can sort the column in ascending or
descending order.

View Access Rules
Use the Access Rules page to control network access to Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service instances. From this page you can view, manage, and create Oracle Compute
Cloud Service access (or security) rules.

What You Can Do From the Access Rules Page

Use the Access Rules page to perform the tasks described in the following topics:

• Enabling or Disabling an Access Rule

• Creating an Access Rule

• Deleting an Access Rule
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What You See on the Access Rules Page

This table describes the key information shown on the Access Rules page.

Element Description

Results per page Specifies the number of results you want to view per page. The default value is
10.

Create Rule Click to create a new rule. See Enabling Access to Service Components..

Status Displays an icon that indicates whether a rule is enabled or disabled.

Indicates the rule is enabled.

Indicates the rule is disabled.

Rule Name Name of the rule. When creating a rule, this must start with a letter, followed by
letters, numbers, hyphens, or underscores. The name cannot start with ora_ or
sys_.

Source Hosts from which traffic is allowed. Possible values are:

• <Type of Database Cloud Service such as DBaaS or
Exadata>:<Associated Database Cloud Service Name>: DB

• PUBLIC-INTERNET
• GGCSRep_GGCS_SERVER
• GGCSREP_ADMIN_HOST
• Custom value in the form of an IP address.

Destination Destination Server/VM to which traffic is allowed. Possible values are :
GGCSRep_GGCS_SERVER or GGCSREP_ADMIN_HOST

.

Ports Port or range of ports for the rule.

To find out if a port is taken in your VM, use the netstat command to find out
what process or program is using this port. For example, $ netstat -na |
grep 7023. If the port is taken, then assign a different port for the destination.

Note:

Only one port can be specified for the destination
of GGCSRep_GGCS_SERVER.

Description Description of the rule.

Protocol Possible values are:

• TCP Transmission Control Protocol — Based on connections and used for
bidirectional data communication.

• UDP User Datagram Protocol — Used for sending data through packets in
chunks.
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Element Description

Rule Type Type of rule. Rule types are:

• DEFAULT — Rules created automatically when the database deployment
was created. Can be enabled or disabled, but not deleted. See TBD.

• SYSTEM — Rules created by the system. Cannot be enabled, disabled, or
deleted.

• USER — Rules created by you or another user. Can be enabled, disabled,
or deleted.

 (for rule)
Menu that provides the following options:

• Enable — Enable the rule.
• Disable — Disable the rule.
• Delete — Delete the rule (USER rules only).

Enable Access to Service Components
You use access rules in Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service to control access to the
service components that make up your service instance.

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service configures a set of default access rules when it
creates a service instance. Some of these are system access rules, which cannot be
disabled. These rules control which nodes can be accessed from the Internet, which
nodes can access other nodes, and which nodes can access other cloud services.
With the exception of SSH access on port 22, the default access rules created for an
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance are disabled to ensure the instance is
secure by default. To open access to service components, you need to enable one of
these default access rules or create a custom access rule of your own. You cannot
edit an existing access rule; you must delete and recreate it.

Default Access Rules

• ora_permit_ggcsrep_ssh: controls access to port 22, the port used by SSH.

• ora_permit_ggcsrep_ahttps: controls access to port 7001, the port used by the
WebLogic Server Administration console. This is where you manage users and
roles and start and stop your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control services. Each
service instance has a menu option to access this console with the address of
http://<IP address of the GGCS instance>:7001/console.

• ora_permit_ggcsrep_bhttps: controls access to port 8001, the port used by the
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control dashboard. This is a cloud based dashboard
you use for monitoring, analyzing, creating rules, and sending notifications
regarding the data integration and replication of your service instances. Each
service instance has a menu option to access this dashboard with the address of
http://<IP address of the GGCS instance>:8001/ggcc.

• ora_permit_ggcsrep_chttps: controls access to port 9001, the port used for
HTTPS connections to Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service. First, you must enable
SSL on the GoldenGate Cloud Control server through the WebLogic Server
Administration console and then use https://<IP address of the GGCS
instance>:9001/console to access the Cloud Control dashboard.

•
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• ora_ggcs2dbrepo_repodbport: controls access to port 1521 to allow
communication from the GoldenGate Cloud Service VM to the database
containing the schemas for GoldenGate Cloud Control.

• ora_ggcs2dbreporac_repodbportrac: controls access to port 1522 to allow
communication from the GoldenGate Cloud Service VM to the RAC database
associated with this instance.

System Access Rules

• sys_infra2gg_admin_ssh: permits PSM to SSH to admin host.

Note:

You cannot delete or disable system access rules.

Enabling or Disabling an Access Rule

You can enable or disable access rules to control access to specific port numbers on
specific nodes. Make sure you consider the possible security implications before you
open ports to external access.

1. Open the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service console.

2. Click the Manage this service  menu for the service instance you want to
modify, and then select Access Rules.

3. Locate the rule you want to enable or disable.

Note:

You can enable or disable USER and DEFAULT type rules only. You
cannot disable SYSTEM type rules.

4. Click the Actions  menu for the located rule, and then select Enable or
Disable.

5. When prompted for confirmation, click Enable or Disable.

To return to either the Instances page or the Overview page for the selected service
instance, click the locator links at the top of the page.

Creating an Access Rule

You create an access rule to enable ports not associated with the default and system
access rules, or to restrict access to ports by permitting connections from specific IP
addresses only.

For example, you can create rules that:

• Enable an Oracle Database node to access multiple ports on the WebLogic Server
nodes

• Enable public internet access to a specific port on the WebLogic Administration
Server node
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Make sure you consider the possible security implications before you open ports to
external access.

1. Open the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service console.

2. Click the Manage this service  menu for the service instance you want to
modify, and then select Access Rules.

3. From the Access Rules page, click Create Rule.

4. In the Rule Name field, enter a name for the access rule. Name must start with a
letter, followed by letters, numbers, hyphens, or underscores. Cannot start with
ora_ or sys_.

5. In the Description field, enter the purpose for the access rule.

6. In the Source field, select a source from where access needs to be permitted. The
available source options depend on the topology of your service instance, and
may include:

• <Type of Database Cloud Service such as DBaaS or
Exadata>:<Associated Database Cloud Service Name>: DB: Choose this
option to permit access from the database that was selected when this
instance was created.

• PUBLIC-INTERNET : Choose this option to permit public internet access.

• GGCSRep_GGCS_SERVER : Choose this option to permit access from the
GoldenGate Cloud Service replication server which is the VM for this instance.

• GGCSREP_ADMIN_HOST : Choose this option to permit access from the WebLogic
Administration Server for this instance.

• custom : Choose this option to define a custom list of addresses from which
traffic should be allowed. In the field that displays when you select this option,
enter a comma-separated list of IP addresses for which you want to permit
access.

7. In the Destination: field, select the service component to which access needs to
be allowed. The available options are GGCSRep_GGCS_SERVER and
GGCSREP_ADMIN_HOST.

8. In the Destination Port(s): field, enter the port or range of ports through which the
source will be granted access to the destination. Specify a single port, such as
1521, or a range of ports separated by a hyphen, such as 1520–1530.

9. In the Protocol field, select the TCP or UDP transport for this rule.

10. Click Create.

The new rule is displayed in the list of rules. New rules are enabled by default.

Tip:

If necessary, adjust the number of results displayed on the Access Rules
page so you can see the newly created rule.

To return to either the Instances page or the Overview page for the selected
service instance, click the locator links at the top of the page.
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Deleting an Access Rule

You delete an access rule to disable access to the specified port number. You can
delete only user-created access rules. You cannot delete system-generated access
rules.

Also, cannot modify the configuration of an existing access rule. However, you can
delete the rule and recreate it.

1. Open the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service console.

2. Click the Manage this service  menu for the service instance you want to
modify, and then select Access Rules.

3. On the Access Rules page, locate the rule you want to delete.

4. Click the Actions  menu for the located rule, and then select Delete .

5. When prompted for confirmation, click Delete .

To return to either the Instances page or the Overview page for the selected service
instance, click the locator links at the top of the page.

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Default Access Ports

You can access Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service resources by using the default
ports. In the following table, you find the default ports used by Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service.

Source Use Default Port

Oracle GoldenGate in the Cloud Manager
Process

Default Manager port 7744

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Instances Secure Shell (SSH)
Connection

22

View the SSH Access Page
Use the SSH Access page to view and add SSH public keys to Oracle GoldenGate
service instances in your identity domain. You can restrict the list of instances
displayed using search filters.

What You Can Do From the SSH Access Page

Use the SSH Access page to view and add SSH public keys to Oracle GoldenGate
service instances in your identity domain.

You can use the page’s Search section to filter the list of displayed deployments based
on deployment name.

In the table of results, you can:

• Click any column heading to sort the table by that column.

• Click the triangle at the start of a deployment’s row to see more details.
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What You See on the SSH Access Page

The following table describes the key information shown on the SSH Access page.

Element Description

Service Name Filters the results to include SSH keys only for the specified service instance.
You can enter a full or partial instance name.

Service Type Filters the results to include SSH keys only for service instances of the specified
service type. The default value is the current cloud service.

Search Searches for SSH keys by applying the filters specified by the Service Name
and Service Type fields, and displays the results in the table.

Results per page Specifies the number of results you want to view per page. The default value is
10.

Displays a description of an item in the results table. Clicking on the resulting
downward arrow hides the description.

Service Name Shows the name of the service instance.

Service Type Shows the type of cloud service for this service instance.

Last Update Shows the most recent time the SSH keys for this service instance were
updated.

Actions Click Add New Key to add a new SSH public key to this service instance.

The Add New Key dialog is displayed with its Key value field displaying the
most recent SSH public key for this service instance.

Specify the new public key using one of the following methods:

• Select Upload a new SSH Public Key value and click Choose File to
select a file that contains the public key.

• Select Key value. Delete the current key value and paste the new public
key into the text area. Make sure the value does not contain line breaks or
end with a line break.

Add an SSH Public Key to Your Instance
You can add Secure Shell (SSH) public keys to an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance.

You might need to add a new SSH public key to an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance if the SSH private key that you use to access the service instance becomes
lost or corrupted. Or, you might need to comply with your organization’s security
policies or regulations.

To add an SSH public key to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, perform
the following steps:

1. Access your service console.

2. Click the SSH Access tab.

3. Optional: To locate a specific service instance, complete the fields in the Search
area, and then click Search.

By default, this page displays all Oracle XYZ Service instances.

4. Click Add New Key for the service instance to which you want to add a new SSH
public key.
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The dialog box displays the value of the most recently added public key.

5. Specify the new public key, by completing one of the following:

• Select Upload a new SSH Public Key value from file and then use your
browser to upload a public key file from your local computer.

• Select Key Value. Delete the previous public key value from the input field
and then enter or paste the new value. Be sure not to include other characters
that aren’t part of the key, such as spaces.

6. Click Add New Key.

Scale Your Instance Block Storage
You can scale up your virtual machine block storage up to 1TB. This feature helps
increase the capacity of replication data storage.

Storage Scale Up Details

• Once you create an instance, you can scale up the data volume from existing
100G to 1TB or to any size within this range.

• Scale up can be done multiple times but total consumption is up to 1TB.

• There is no storage scale down supported.

Scale Up Workflow

1. Click on the right center menu. It gives Add Storage option.

2. A pop-up menu (with existing /u02/data partition size) shows, for selecting your
data volume size to scale up to (displaying the current size).

3. Selecting the new size and click on Yes, Add Storage button results in accepting
request. At this point, the service status show Maintenance that means the
instance is on service maintenance mode.

4. The Maintenance status reviews all GoldenGate Cloud Service processes are shut
down. Also, it reviews if any older instance (before 16.3.3) is upgraded with patch
available in 16.4.1. This review is to make sure no loose of root partition since
these instances use root partition for installation. If any of these checks fail, then
the scale up attempt fails.

5. After the first scale up, next scale up will be allowed from existing size.

For additional information, see: Problems with Scaling

Scale Your Instance
You can scale Up/Down an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance to change its
compute shape, adjusting its capacity in response to changes in workload.

About Changing the Compute Shape of an Instance

The compute shape specifies the number of Oracle Compute Units (OCPUs) and
amount of memory (RAM) that you want to allocate to the node.

• To meet the demands of heavier workloads, scale up the compute shape of a
node by choosing a larger compute shape.
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For example, changing the compute shape from OC3 to OC4 doubles the capacity
of the node from one OCPU to two OCPUs and doubles the amount of RAM
allocated to the node.

• To save costs if the workload is lightened, scale down the compute shape of a
node by choosing a smaller compute shape.

For example, changing the compute shape from OC4 to OC3 reduces the capacity
of the node by half from two OCPUs to one OCPU and reduces the amount of
RAM allocated to the node by half.

To scale an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance:

1. On the console page, click the name of the service instance you want to scale.

2. From the  icon, choose Scale Up/Down.

3. In the Scale Up/Down dialog box, specify the new compute shape of the instance,
then click Yes, Scale Up/Down VM.

With the production Type account you can scale Up/Down your OCPUs.

For Enterprise Edition, this change would affect the metering usage since its HOST
OCPU based metering.

For Trial account type, OC3 is the only shape supported and Scale Up/Down option
can’t be used even though it appears on it.

Note:

You can't scale a service instance if the service instance is under
maintenance such as during patching or backing up.

Perform Backup and Restore
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service backup and restore strategy allows you to recover
from any data loss, or if you want to resume from a checkpoint of GGCS setup or
configuration..

You have the facility of optionally backup/restore of config/trail data at any point of
replication.

Through backup and restore, you can back up the files located in /u02/data/
ggdata/*. This directory has trail and config files, that can be restored to known
backup point. If you had saved information (like your ssh key), under any other
directory, like /home/opc, the information on there is not being restored, this for GGCS
instances created before 17.2.1 release. For any instances created after GGCS 17.2.1
release, anything under boot volume (/), would be preserved or restored upon restart
of the VM.

Disk partition and storage block

Partition Description

100 Gb (/u02/data) GoldenGate Cloud Service config and install partition.
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Partition Description

50 Gb (/u02/data/
backup/ )

Partition for backup and restore functionality.

5 Gb (/u01/app/oracle/
tools)

Default LCM tools partition.

Now when the disk storage is lost, GGCS is able to recover from the block storage
(zfs) to resume replication process.

Configuring the backup storage details

1. You purchase the storage container for using the backup and restore facility. You
can create your container before or during the database provisioning using the
wizard.

2. During the provisioning wizard, you also configure backup and restore. This action
is optional, if you don’t need Backup and Restore, then you can mark the Backup/
Restore NONE (NO backup/Restore for instance). If you need Backup and
Restore you can use the Both Remote and Disk Storage option. By now, this
option means Cloud Only for Oracle Database Cloud Service.

3. If you decide to use Backup and Restore, then you provide the storage container
user name and password during this provisioning. The storage container format is:
<storage service name>-<identity domain name>/<container name>

eg:-Storage-ggcs/ggcs

4. Once provisioning is done, overview of the related instance has the Additional
Administration section with all available backups and the restore history.

Creating a backup

Before creating a backup:

1. Review if your backup partition (/u01/backup)

has enough free space to create the archive file.

Note:

If running out of space, you can remove old backup files in local storage
(/u01/backup).

From 16.4.1 onwards, there isn’t /u01/backup mount point.

Backup archive is stored locally at /u02/data/backup and then is
uploaded to the provided cloud storage. Temporary archive is removed
at the end of backup/restore operation. This process is applicable for
older instances also once GGCS 16.4.1 deployed in system.

The backup steps include the followings:

• Back up Oracle GoldenGate set up (parameter files, defgen files, checkpoint files).

• Back up trail files.
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In the Backup tab, of the Administration section, click the Backup Now button to
create a backup of user data in /u02/data/ggdata/*. This action creates an archive
file in format backup_<backupID>.zip in backup partition /u01/backup/. For
example: /u01/backup/backup?b85e22d2-1af5-4c32-8897-fbec50be0b9c.zip

Note:

Backup archive is stored locally at /u02/data/backup and then is uploaded to
the provided cloud storage.

Restoring

Before attempting to restore:

1. Your backup archive exists locally (/u01/backup)

else check for the backup archive existing in cloud Storage Container. If archive is
inexistent, the restore fails.

Note:

Backup partition (/u01/backup) should have enough space to download
the archive file from cloud Storage Container. This action is performed
only in case the local archive file is not present.

2. Restore removes all user data in /u02/data/ggdata/* and restore archives file
content. The restore steps include only the service instances.

When clicking in the right menu of the Available Backups section, you have the
options of Restore and Delete. When selecting Restore, a popup window comes for
confirmation along with tracking notes.

Note:

When GoldenGate Cloud Service virtual machine recovers, it preserves the
same IP, virtual machine name, and data under /u02/data folder on the
virtual machine.

Note:

If GoldenGate on the target is lag behind, Oracle GoldenGate pump is able
to resent the trail file. This action includes VM lost or disk storage lost

On cloud, after restoring the backup of the user trail data on target.

To write to a new trail seqno, you have to follow next steps, before proceed with the
data replication:
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1. Start mgr process on cloud.

2. Alter pump to write to a new trail seqno.

alter pump-name ETROLLOVER 

ETROLLOVER causes the extract to increment to the next trail file in the trail
sequence when it restarts.

3. Start Pump.

4. When the pump was started, a new Trail file is created on target

5. Alter Replicat to read from the new trail generated by the pump.

Alter replicat rep-name, extrba 0, extseqno <new-pump-seqno>

6. Start Replicat.

On cloud, after restoring the backup of the user trail data on source.

To write to a new trail seqno, you have to follow next steps, before proceed with the
data replication:

1. Restore the backup on source, Start source mgr.

2. Alter Ext to write to a new trail seqno.

alter Ext-name ETROLLOVER 

3. Start Ext.

4. Alter pump to write to a new trail seqno.

alter pump-name ETROLLOVER 

5. Alter pump to read from the new trail generated by the Ext.

6. Start Pump.

7. Alter Replicat to read from the new trail generated by the pump

Alter replicat rep-name, extrba 0, extseqno <new-pump-seqno>

8. Start Replicat.

Deleting backups

On existing backup file, you can select the Delete option by clicking in the right menu
of the Available Backups section. Once a delete is requested, the backup archive file
is removed from the cloud Storage Container.

Note:

See Create a Custom Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Instance
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Upgrade or Patch Your Instance?
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service allows you to upgrade versions and apply patches
to get all your service instances working with the latest features.

Upgrade of GoldenGate Cloud Service instances created during 16.1.5 version to
16.3.3 is not possible. Any GoldenGate Cloud Service instances created 16.2.5
onwards can be upgraded to 16.3.3.

The reason is related to the next situations:

1. GoldenGate Cloud Service 16.1.5 has the service version "16.1.5" which got
changed to "12.1" during GoldenGate Cloud Service 16.2.5.

2. GoldenGate Cloud Service 16.1.5 has the release version "16.1.5.0" which got
changed to "12.1.2.1.10" during GoldenGate Cloud Service 16.2.5.

GoldenGate Cloud Service 16.4.1 is now supporting GoldenGate Version 12.2.0.1.2,
with this upgrade, Oracle GoldenGate 12.2 features are available for GoldenGate
Cloud Service such as:

• Metadata in Trail: No Defgen is needed for heterogeneous replications. This
greatly simplifies the configuration of the heterogeneous data replications.

• Automatic Heartbeat Table: provides built-in mechanism to monitor end-to-end
replication lag time.

This product version is available to previous GoldenGate Cloud Service instances
through patching.

New instances created post GoldenGate Cloud Service 16.4.1 deployment has
GoldenGate product version 12.2.0.1.2.

If you have instances created with previous version, after an upgrade you have
different version numbers related to your instances. For example, you can have
"12.1.2.1.10-X" for new instances, while existing instance versions are "12.1.2.1.10".

Once a patch is registered:

1. Click on the One or more patches available link, in the overview of the old
instances.

2. Make sure that all processes are shut down (else pre-check fails), by clicking on
the Precheck option of the menu. Precheck also reviews if data partition (/u02/
data) has at least 2 Gb of space.

3. Once the pre-check is passed, it shows the summary with the message of no
conflicts found.

4. You can proceed with patching, by clicking the Patch button. The instance is
shown as under maintenance.

5. Once patching is completed, the old instance is shown up to new service version,
and no more patches available.
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Note:

Rollback is unsupported, attempting this action, would end with
“Unsupported” message.

Note:

From the Activity tab, you can find status messages if there is a failed
attempt to upgrade.

Note:

While applying patches to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service, you must
also ensure that the recommended patches are applied to Oracle Database
Cloud Service instances. For detailed patching information, see Oracle
GoldenGate/Database Recommended Patches and Oracle Database Server
Recommended Patches.

Rollback

GGCS 16.4.1 supports the rollback functionality. If you want to rollback to older
version of GoldenGate (that is, 12.1.2.1.10), you can click on the Rollback button of
patch applied for older instances. Then it will roll back the instance GoldenGate
version.

Delete Your Instance
Learn how to delete a service instance that is no longer required. Your account is not
charged for any service instances that have been deleted.

Only a GoldenGate Cloud Service administrator can delete a service instance.

When you delete an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance:

• Compute resources such as block storage volumes and IP addresses are
removed.

• The Oracle Database Cloud Service instance isn’t deleted when you delete the
service instance, only the database repository and schemas are deleted. Your
account remains charged for the database service instance. You probably want to
retain this database service instance for use with other service instances. For
more information, see Deleting an Oracle Database Cloud Service Instance in
Using Oracle Database Cloud Service.

• The Oracle Storage Cloud Service container isn’t deleted when you delete the
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance. Your account remains charged for the
storage container. You probably want to retain this storage container for use with
other service instances. For more information, see Deleting Containers in Using
Oracle Storage Cloud Service.
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To delete an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance:

1. Go to the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service console:

a. Sign in to the My Services application at http://cloud.oracle.com.

In the Cloud Account box, from the Select Data Center drop-down list, select
your location.

Then sign into My Services.

b. In the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service section, click Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service.

2. Select the service instance you want to delete from the service instance list.

3. From the  menu for the service instance, select Delete.

4. In the Delete Service dialog, click Delete to confirm deleting this service instance.

After deletion, the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service is removed from the list of
service instances displayed on the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service Console.

Sometimes, the service instances aren’t deleted properly and the associated
resources aren’t cleaned up completely. In this case, the Retry Delete displays. Click
Retry Delete to clean up the remaining resources and delete the service instance
completely.

The Retry Delete button is displayed for as long as the failed resources exist. Repeat
this process until the Retry Delete button is no longer displayed.

Send Oracle GoldenGate Environment Data to Oracle
Support

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service provides you with a Oracle GoldenGate architecture
utility that you use to gather and package information about your Oracle GoldenGate
environment in your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance to send to Oracle
support team for troubleshooting or other services.

To run the Oracle GoldenGate architecture utility, perform the following steps:

1. Connect to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance.

ssh -i private_key opc@IP_address_of_your_instance

2. Once you are connected to your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance,
change user to oracle.

sudo su - oracle

3. Add the Java binaries in the PATH environment variable.

export PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH

4. Navigate to the /u01/app/oracle/tools/ggcs/GGCSRep/OGGArcGather_v7_5
directory.

cd /u01/app/oracle/tools/ggcs/GGCSRep/OGGArcGather_v7_5
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5. Execute the gather utility.

./gather.sh

6. Enter the following details when prompted:

• Customer name

• Database

• Location where Oracle GoldenGate is installed

• Database connection details

The gather utility creates an archive containing all files and data required to perform
an Oracle GoldenGate architecture review.

Note:

The data collected and packaged by the gather utility varies depending on
your database.
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7
Monitor Oracle GoldenGate Cloud with
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control, is a real time, high performance, monitoring
solution. It can be used to provide statistics, policies, and monitoring tools to control
the functionality of GoldenGate Cloud Service. By using the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Control, you can monitor the GoldenGate Cloud Service environment in the cloud.

Topics:

• What is Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control?

• What is the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent?

• Prerequisites for Setting Up the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent

• Install the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent

• Understand Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent Properties

• Understand Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent Commands

• Set Up an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent

• Use the WebLogic Server Administration Console

What is Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control?
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control is a dashboard for cloud reporting and analytics of
cloud and non-cloud GoldenGate environments.

GoldenGate Cloud Control console summarizes current status and different statistics
of registered GoldenGate Cloud Service instances with drill-down to key metrics.

Monitoring works whether databases installed in the cloud or on-premises. Drill down
metrics includes the service status, and the table-level status details. With GoldenGate
Cloud Control you can have answers to questions like: How many operations has
done in the past? What’s the throughput? Which table takes most of the replication
traffic?

How to access Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control

You can access GoldenGate Cloud Control console from the GoldenGate Cloud

Service detail page. You click on the , and select the GoldenGate Cloud Control
Console option. Users with appropriate groups assigned using the WebLogic Server
console are able to log in after provide username and password.
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What are the components of the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control.

Component Description

Connection Active connections related to the GoldenGate Cloud Service instances that
are active and running.

Task Any activity related to an active GoldenGate Cloud Service instance

Policy Criteria definition used for the detection of any kind of activity, conflict, status,
or value based on the configuration of the policy metric.

Notification Alerts

What You Can Do from the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Console

Use Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Console to perform the tasks described in the
following topics:

• Monitor your connections, tasks, and notifications.

• Create a catalog of tasks and connections.

• Create and administer policies.

• Administer notifications.

How often is the data updated?

• The Agent sends stats every 15 seconds.

• The user interface, auto refreshes each 5 minutes. But you manually can refresh if
necessary.

How to configure a Policy

You can create new policies or edit any existing by clicking on the Create Policy
button.
For creating a Policy you enter:

• Name (of the Policy)

• Description

• Notification (email by default)

• Priority

• Policy Enabled (checkbox)

• And a set of Policy Metrics.

The Policy Metrics are composed by:

1. The Metric that can be selected from the drop-down menu.

2. Sign of equality or inequality.

3. A comparative value.

The Policies are the default policies available at the stock policies, and any created by
you.

The default Policy requirements are:
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• Service Unavailable: status !=RUNNING and Status != REGISTERED

• DDL Changed: deltaExecuteDdls >0

• Data Discarded: deltaDiscards>0

• Conflict Detected: deltaConflictsDetected >0

• Lag Exceed the Limite: lastOperationLag > 2s

Then you have to click the Save button to confirm the Policy creation, otherwise you
can click Cancel.

If you want to edit any of the templates, the Edit menu option doesn’t have values for
the specified policy. Instead, click the policy name, edit the policy, and save it from
there. If a policy rule doesn’t show up when you click its name, then refresh the
Policies page. The policies are still working, even if the policy rule doesn’t display
before the refresh.

Policy metrics:

• deltaInserts Shows the number of DML INSERT operations that were processed
by the selected process since the last sample.

• deltaUpdates Shows the number of UPDATE (including primary key updates)
operations that were processed by the selected process in its current run session
since the last sample.

• deltaDeletes Shows the number, since the metric was last reported, of DELETE
operations that were processed by the selected process in its current run session.

Accepted Values (for delta metrics): A positive integer

• mappedTotalInserts (Valid for Capture, Data Pump, Delivery.) Shows the total
number of INSERT operations that were processed by the selected process in its
current run session. The statistic reflects the total operations performed on all of
the tables that are specified in the parameter file for that process.

• mappedTotalUpdatess (Valid for Capture, Data Pump, Delivery.) Shows the total
number of UPDATE (including primary key updates) operations that were
processed by the selected process in its current run session. The statistic reflects
the total operations performed on all of the tables that are specified in the
parameter file for that process.

• mappedTotalDeletes (Valid for Capture, Data Pump, Delivery.) Shows the total
number of DELETE operations that were processed by the selected Oracle
GoldenGate process in its current run session. The statistic reflects the total
operations performed on all of the tables that are specified in the parameter file for
that process.

For mapped metrics: If any tables are mapped to targets in the Capture
configuration, the statistics will reflect the total operations for all of the targets.

What is the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent?
The primary goal of the GoldenGate Cloud Service Agent is to serve as an
independent layer above the GoldenGate instance. With its architecture, the agent can
provide management and monitoring services irrespective of the GoldenGate instance
version.

Next image shows the GoldenGate Agent General Architecture.
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As described in the image, the agent interacts with GoldenGate Instance layer and
GoldenGate Cloud Control service layer. The agent acquires knowledge about these
two layers through a configuration file. The agent is managed with the help of a
command-line interface.

GGCC agent is primarily targeted for Linux and Windows platforms.

Supported GoldenGate Instance versions

GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent can be configured to support the following
GoldenGate Instance versions:

• GoldenGate 12.1

• GoldenGate 12.2

• GoldenGate 12.3

Installation of the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent

• Prerequisites for Setting Up the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent

• Install the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent

• Understand Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent Properties

• Understand Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent Commands

Prerequisites for Setting Up the GoldenGate Cloud Control
Agent

Before attempting to set up your GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent you must complete
the prerequisites described here.

Prerequisites

1. Oracle Database installed, follow the instructions Installing and Upgrading Oracle
Database 12c Release 1 (12.1)

2. Oracle GoldenGate Core installed.

3. Set up a sample replication configuration.

4. Make the core manager webservice to start.

a. Stop manager if it is in started condition.
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b. Create a file named GLOBALS in the OGG_HOME directory, if this file does
not exist.

c. Edit the GLOBALS file, by adding ENABLEMONITORING on a new line.

d. Close and save the file.

e. Create the datastore using the CREATE DATASTORE command: GGSCI$>
CREATE DATASTORE

f. Start manager.

Install the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent
Use these step-by-step instructions to install the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent.

Creating and running GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent is a two-step process:

1. GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent product/binaries installation.

2. GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent instance creation.

Due to previous steps, before intend to install, is necessary to know two locations:

Location Description

$AGENT_HOME Location where GoldenGate Cloud Control
Agent product or binaries are installed

$AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME Location where the GoldenGate Cloud Control
Agent Instance is created and all the
configuration and logs are stored.

Note:

Several GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent instances can be created from a
single $AGENT_HOME.

Understanding $AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME

$AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME is the location where agent configuration and logs are stored.
This location identifies a unique GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent.

The following table describes the content of this location.

Location Description

$AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/conf Agent configuration directory.

$AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/logs Agent logs directory.

$AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/conf/
agent.properties

Agent configuration properties file.

$AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/conf/logging-
config.xml

Oracle Diagnostic Logging (ODL) configuration
file.

$AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/demoAgentId.jks Sample Agent Keystore file.
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Location Description

$AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/
demoAtentTrust.jks

Sample Agent Truststore file.

GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent Configuration

Once the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent agent installation and Instance creation is
completed, the agent has to be configured to run according to feature objectives. The
main objective is to configure the GoldenGate core that this agent has to connect. Also
to the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent Service to which the data has to be pushed.
Connection to server security must be addressed. Hence this configuration files. The
configuration file is located at: $AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/conf/agent.properties.

This file must be valued properly before attempting to start GoldenGate Cloud Control
Agent agent. You can review the detailed configuration of the properties file at:

• Understand Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent Properties

GGSCI Integration

GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent can integrate with the GGSCI command of the
GoldenGate Instance. Once the agent instance is created, we can run the following
command to integrate the GoldenGate Cloud Control agent with GGSCI:

$AGENT_HOME/bin/ggccAgent $AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/conf/agent.properties
intgGGSCI <$GG_HOME>
Where$GG_HOME is the location of the GoldenGate Instance. This command integrates
the GoldenGate Cloud Control agent identified by $AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME with
GoldenGate instance identified by $GG_HOME.

After the integration, the following GGSCI commands can be used to start/stop the
GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent:

GGSCI Command Description

START JAGENT Initiate the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent

STOP JAGENT Stops the GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent

INFO JAGENT Shows appropriate message weather
GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent is running
(Up! Or Down!)

Understand Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent
Properties

The following table lists and describes agent properties in the context of Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Control.

Property Definition and commands Default Value

agentPort Port at which the GGCC agent is
running.

7005
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Property Definition and commands Default Value

ggInstanceHost HostName of the machine where
GoldenGate is running.

Use the hostname command to get
yours

gghost.example.com

ggInstancePort Manager Port of the GoldenGate
instance that you want to connect

You can get it from your GGSCI
interface, through the info mgr
command.

7809

ggCoreVersion Version of the GoldenGate Instance that
you are connecting.

The following versions with the values
as bellow are supported:

• V_12_2_0
• V_12_1_2
You can get the version when invoking
the GGSCI through the ggsci
command.

Oracle GoldenGate Command 
Interpreter for Oracle
Version 12.2.0.1.2 OGGCORE 
12.2.0.1.0

V_12_2_0

ggccServiceHost HostName of the machine where
GoldenGate Cloud Control Service is
running.

You can get it from the url of your
running service, for example:
1.1.1.1:8001/ggcc/app/catalog/
instances

ggcchost.example.com

ggccServicePort Port number where GoldenGate Cloud
Control Service is running.

Otherwise you can get it from the url of
your running service, for example:
1.1.1.1:8001/ggcc/app/catalog/
instances

8080

ggccServerConnectTime
out

Connection Time out to GGCC Server in
milliseconds.

60,000 milliseconds = 1
minute.

ggccServerReadTimeout Read Timeout to GGCC Server in
milliseconds.

60,000 milliseconds = 1
minute.

ggccServerConnectPool
Size

Connection Pool Size to GGCC server. 5

agentUseProxy Set to true if Proxy is to be used for this
agent.

False

proxyHost HostName where Proxy Server is
configured.

ggccProxy.example.co
m

proxyPort Proxy Port configured in Proxy Server. 3128
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Property Definition and commands Default Value

proxyUsingAuth Check if authentication is required. False

agentUseSSL Set to true if SSL is used between
GGCC agent and Sever.

False

agentSSLAlgoName SSL Algorithm name to be used. 
Standard Algorithm Name
Documentation for JDK 8.

TLSv1.2

agentUse2WaySSL Set to true and
configure agentIDStorePath if GGCC
server is using 2 way SSL.

False

agentIDStorePath Path to the agent ID store file. demoAgentId.jks,
located in agent conf
directory.

agentTrustStorePath Path to the agent ID store file. demoAgentTrust.jks,
located in agent conf
directory.

agentIDStoreType Type of the agent ID keystore. JKS

agentIDStoreKeyManage
rFactoryAlgorithm

Store Key Manager Factory algorithm
name. KeyManagerFactory Algorithms.

SunX509

Enumerate Proxy's used
for remote output trails in
the following format:
proxy-
<proxyHost>=<actualHo
st>

proxyHost - is the IP/hostname of the
proxy used for the remore trail
configuration.

actualHost - is the actual remote IP/
host of the output trail configuration.

proxy-
myproxy.example.com=
host.example.com

Understand Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent
Commands

The following table lists and describes the Agent commands used in the context of
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control.

Command Usage More Information

start Starts the GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent.

Usual command to start

stop Stops the Running GoldenGate
Cloud Control Agent.

Usual command to stop

createServerCred Create the Server Credential for
this agent to connect to
GoldenGate Cloud Control
Server.

The User configured
should have
GGCCServiceInvoker
Role.

See Also:
ggccServiceHost,
ggccServicePort in 
Understand Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent Properties
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Command Usage More Information

updateServerCred Update the Server Credential for
this agent to connect to
GoldenGate Cloud Control
Server.

See Also: Use the
WebLogic Server
Administration Console

viewServerCred View the configured Server
Credential for this agent to
connect to GoldenGate Cloud
Control Server.

See Also: Use the
WebLogic Server
Administration Console

createProxy Create the Proxy credential for
this Agent.

See Also:
agentUseProxy,
proxyHost, proxyPort,
proxyUsingAuth in 
Understand Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent Properties

updateProxy Update Proxy credential for this
Agent.

See Also:
agentUseProxy,
proxyHost, proxyPort,
proxyUsingAuth in 
Understand Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent Properties

viewProxy View the configured Proxy
credential for this Agent.

See Also:
agentUseProxy,
proxyHost, proxyPort,
proxyUsingAuth in 
Understand Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent Properties

createIDStoreUnlockPasswo
rd

While using SSL, create the ID
store and unlock password to be
used.

See Also:
agentIDStorePath and
agentUseSSL in 
Understand Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent Properties

updateIDStoreUnlockPasswo
rd

Update the ID Store unlock
password created using
createIDStoreUnlockPasswo
rd

See Also:
agentIDStorePath and
agentUseSSL in 
Understand Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent Properties

createTrustStoreUnlockPas
sword

While using SSL, create the
Trust store and unlock password
to be used.

See Also:
agentIDStorePath and
agentUseSSL in 
Understand Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent Properties
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Command Usage More Information

updateTrustStoreUnlockPas
sword

Update the Trust Store unlock
password created using
updateTrustStoreUnlockPas
sword command.

See Also:
agentIDStorePath and
agentUseSSL in 
Understand Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud
Control Agent Properties

ggccAgent <path to properties file>  [ start / stop / createServerCred /
updateServerCred / viewServerCred / createProxy / updateProxy /
viewProxy ]

Example 1 - Starting the Agent:

ggccAgent ./conf/agent.properties
start

Example 2 - Stopping the Agent:

ggccAgent ./conf/agent.properties
stop

Example 3 - Creating the Agent Proxy Credentials:

ggccAgent ./conf/agent.properties 
createProxy

Example 4 - Updating the Agent Proxy Credentials:

ggccAgent ./conf/agent.properties
updateProxy

Example 5 - View the Agent Proxy user details:

ggccAgent ./conf/agent.properties
viewProxy

Set Up an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent
Learn how to set up an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control Agent by following the step-
by-step procedures described here.

As prerequisite, you have one on-premises GoldenGate 12.1.2 or 12.2.0 plus Oracle
Database 12c or a GoldenGate Cloud Service instance as source of the replication
process.

Also, you have one GoldenGate Cloud Service instance as the target of the replication
process.

1. Install JDK 1.8. Please note that most developer machines come with JRE
installed, but that is not sufficient for development work.
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a. You can download the JDK 1.8 installer from http://www.oracle.com/
technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk8-downloads-2133151.html

b. Please note the installation location for the JDK. You need it when you set the
environment variable JAVA_HOME to latest JDK.

2. Set the agent parameters on your on-premises environment and confirm that the
AGENT_HOME and AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME are both set.

3. Unzip your installer (this installation is already done for GoldenGate Cloud
services) and run the GoldenGate Cloud Control installer (ggcc_agent_generic.jar
file).

Note:

If you are accessing your on-premises environment with a client that
doesn't provide the GUI feature, then you need an X server. For
example, with TigerVNC, you don't need an X server.

Follow detailed steps of how to install through the Setup an Agent for GoldenGate
Cloud Control tutorial.

4. Once your installation is done, on the Services page, go to the GoldenGate Cloud

Control Console by clicking on the right icon 

5. In the login page, enter the IP address and the port number that is shown in the
browser url, for example, http://00.000.000.000:port/ggcc/login.html.

6. Only in case you have an on-premises environment:

a. Find the version of GoldenGate and the manager port through the GGSCI.

b. Find a port for the GoldenGate Cloud Control agent to run on. The default port
number is 7005. First check if this port is taken. If it is, then assign a different
port.

c. Navigate to $AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/conf folder. To save the original version,
make a copy of the agent.properties file, and then open it for editing.

7. Find the Cloud GoldenGate version and the manager port.

a. On your VM, start GGSCI to find out the version of GoldenGate and the
manager port.

b. Find a port for the GoldenGate Cloud Control agent to run on. The default port
number is 7005. First check if this port is taken. If it is, then assign a different
port.

c. Navigate to /u02/data/ggcc/agent/conf folder. This folder contains the
agent.properties file. To save the original version, make a copy of the
agent.properties file, and then open it for editing.

8. Configure the Cloud Agent Properties File.

• agentPort: Port on the host machine that GoldenGate is installed and you
want the GoldenGate Cloud Control agent to run on.

• ggInstanceHost: The host name or IP address of the machine that
GoldenGate is running on and the GoldenGate Cloud Control agent crawls on.

• ggInstancePort: Manager port for the ggInstanceHost machine.
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• ggCoreVersion: GoldenGate version for the ggInstanceHost machine. It is
either V_12_2_0 or V_12_1_2.

• ggccServiceHost: IP address or host name of the GoldenGate Cloud Control
Service where the dashboard is.

• ggccServicePort: Port number for the URL to log in to GoldenGate Cloud
Control on ggccServiceHost.

Note:

To set up new agents on any other cloud or non-cloud machines, all you
change is the ggInstanceHost, ggInstancePort, and ggCoreVersion. As
long as they all point to the same ggccServiceHost and
ggccServicePort, they are discovered on the same GoldenGate Cloud
Control service.

9. For every agent.properties file that you have setup, go to the machine with the IP
address set for its gginstancehost and start GGSCI.

10. Edit the GLOBALS file, by entering ENABLEMONITORING.

11. With the GGSCI command, create a data store and then start or restart
manager, so the GLOBALS file can take effect.

12. Add the GoldenGate Cloud Control login Information when you create a
GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, in the Details step of the wizard.

Note:

Find the login information for the GoldenGate Cloud Control dashboard,
which is the same as the WebLogic Server Administration Console, from
whomever created the instance.

13. In the Services page of GoldenGate Cloud Service, click the menu option for your
GoldenGate Cloud Service instance, and click GoldenGate Cloud Control
Console.

14. Log in to the dashboard and ensure that the login information works.

15. Now that the login information works, you add the same login information to your
agent. Navigate to the host of every machine that you've setup in your
agent.properties file as the ggInstanceHost.

a. For on-premises agent, enter: $AGENT_HOME/bin/
ggccAgent.sh $AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME/conf/agent.properties
createServerCred

b. For cloud agent, $AGENT_HOME and $AGENT_INSTANCE_HOME are not defined, so
instead, enter:

$ sudo su oracle
$cd $GGHOME
$ /u01/app/oracle/middleware/ggccagent/bin/ggccAgent.sh /u02/data/
ggcc/agent/conf/agent.properties createServerCred
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Note:

If someone has already created the server credentials and you're not
sure that it is correct, you can use the updateServerCred instead of
createServerCred.

16. Start the Agents.

17. Integrate Agent with GGSCI.

18. Start JAgent on GGSCI. To control the Java agent that sends information to
the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Control server, start the jagent through GGSCI

19. To have detailed steps for perform a Replication, refer to the Replicate Data from
On-Premises to Cloud with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service tutorial.

20. Observe Replication in Cloud Control Dashboard.

Use the WebLogic Server Administration Console
Use the Weblogic Server Administration Console to perform some administration
activities, such as starting and stopping your managed servers and managing your
users.

You configure the WebLogic Server Administration Console access in the Details
Configuration step of the provisioning wizard for Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service.
After you can access the WebLogic console from the GoldenGate Cloud Service Detail

page by clicking the .

From the WebLogic console, you can perform your administering activities in an easier
way. You can start and stop your managed servers or you can manage your users, for
detailed information you can review: Managing Users from the WebLogic
Administration Console.
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8
Frequently Asked Questions

This section presents answers to frequently asked questions about Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud.

Topics:

• What's the Data Replication Scope for Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service?

• What are the supported topologies for GGCS replication?

• Why Is Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service set up with Oracle Database Cloud
Service?

• What are the benefits of using your current Oracle GoldenGate installation with
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service?

• Can I use my existing GoldenGate deployments with GoldenGate Cloud Service?

• Is there any additional charge for support?

• How Can I Enable Multiple Users to Access the Same GGCS Virtual Machine?

What's the Data Replication Scope for Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service?

Oracle GoldenGate replication works with the following data sources:

For non-cloud to cloud replication:

• Non-cloud source:

– Oracle Databases 11g, Release 11.2.0.4.0 and 12c,

– DB2 z/OS On-Premises

– MySQL 5.6

Note:

Oracle 11.2.0.4 can also be used for SOCKS proxy, and Oracle versions
supported by OGG 12.1.2.0.1+

• Cloud target:

– Oracle 12c, Release 12.1.0.2.0 - 64 Bit Production

– Oracle Database 11g Release 11.2.0.4.0 - 64 Bit Production

– Oracle 12c Release 12.2

For cloud to cloud replication:

• Cloud source:
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– Oracle Databases 11g, Release 11.2.0.4.0

– 12c, Release 12.1.0.2.0 - 64 Bit Production

• Cloud target:

– Oracle Databases 11g, Release 11.2.0.4.0

– 12c, Release 12.1.0.2.0 - 64 Bit Production

– Oracle 12c Release 12.2

For cloud to non-cloud replication:

• Cloud source:

– Oracle Databases 11g, Release 11.2.0.4.0

– 12c, Release 12.1.0.2.0 - 64 Bit Production

• Non-cloud target:

– Oracle Databases 11g, Release 11.2.0.4.0

– 12c (both 12.1 and 12.2)

– MySQL 5.6

Note:

Oracle 11.2.0.4 can also be used for SOCKS proxy, and Oracle versions
supported by OGG 12.1.2.0.1+

Note:

All Database Cloud Service editions are supported and using SOCKS5
proxy, Corente, and SSH connection.

What are the supported topologies for GGCS replication?
Now Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service supports the following topologies:

• One-to-one replication of on-premises to cloud where local data is replicated in the
cloud.
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• One-to-one, one-to-many (broadcast) and bi-directional replication of cloud data in
the cloud.
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Bi-directional replication of cloud data in the cloud now includes the Conflict
Detection and Recovery (CDR) feature of GoldenGate.

• One-to-one replication from cloud to on-premises.

Corente allows you to provision and manage global private networks connecting to any
site, over any IP network, in a secure, centralized, and simple manner.

Why Is Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service set up with Oracle
Database Cloud Service?

Oracle Database Cloud Service is an ideal fit for:

• Maintaining synchronized Oracle standby or Replicat databases for disaster
recovery and/or query offloading using Oracle Active Data Guard or Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service.

• Quickly provisioning high-performance Oracle databases for dynamic business
reasons such as feature development, functionality testing, application
certification, proof of concept, and try before buy.

• Executing time-sensitive large-scale business applications such as launching a
web-based marketing campaign, running loyalty programs, and rolling out new
business initiatives.
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What are the benefits of using your current Oracle
GoldenGate installation with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service?

Oracle GoldenGate installation is used to support mission-critical systems for data
availability and integration. Oracle GoldenGate also addresses your requirements for
ensuring your data is consistent between cloud and on-premises instances.

Can I use my existing GoldenGate deployments with
GoldenGate Cloud Service?

Yes, you can use your existing non-cloud GoldenGate Extract and data pump to
deliver data to GoldenGate Cloud Service.

The Replicat in GoldenGate Cloud Service instance delivers the data to Oracle
Database Cloud Service.

Do I have to subscribe Oracle Database Cloud Service?

Yes you do. As a prerequisite for using GoldenGate Cloud Service you need:

• Oracle Database Cloud Service for in cloud delivery.

Is there any additional charge for support?
No, support is included in the subscription price for this service.

How Can I Enable Multiple Users to Access the Same
GGCS Virtual Machine?

You could have a requirement to enable multiple users in your organization to access
the same Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service virtual machine to provide support or
perform maintenance tasks.

To enable multiple users to access a single virtual machine, Oracle recommends the
following:

1. Login to the virtual machine as the OPC user.

2. Create a new user in the virtual machine.

useradd -m -d /home/<your username> -s /bin/bash <your username>

3. Create a new SSH public key from the machine a user will use to access the
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service virtual machine.

ssh-keygen -t dsa

4. Copy the SSH key from the user machine /home/username/.ssh/id_dsa.pub to
the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service virtual machine /home/<your
username>/.ssh/authorized_keys.
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5. Set the following permissions for the files on the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
virtual machine:

• chown -R username:username /home/username/.ssh

• chmod 700 /home/username/.ssh

• chmod 600 /home/username/.ssh/authorized_keys

The new user can now SSH into the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service virtual machine
using: <your username>@<OGG vm IP>.

Note:

Since this approach does not use private keys, it is machine specific. Since
the key is generated on a particular machine, a user can login to the virtual
machine using that machine alone. If you want to enable multiple machines
to access the virtual machine using the same user, individual keys need to
be generated on each of those machines and copied to /home/
username/.ssh/authorized_keys in the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
virtual machine.
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9
Troubleshoot Oracle GoldenGate Cloud

This section describes common problems that you might encounter when using Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud and explains how to solve them.

Before attempt to troubleshoot any issue, refer to the Known Issues for Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service document.

Topics:

• I Can’t Create Service Instances

• Problems with Scaling

• Why I Can't Login To My Remote Server With My Private Key After Typing Correct
Passphrase?

I Can’t Create Service Instances
I can't create a service when I have many service instances.

Your account might not have enough compute quota to create the service instance.

If you have service instances that you don't need, then delete them. If you need all
your service instances, then contact Oracle Sales and Services to buy more quota for
your account.

I can't create a service instance, even after waiting for an hour.

If service creation fails after one hour, then the system will be experiencing a heavy
load, and resources aren’t yet available.

Wait before you try again to create the service. If the problem persists, then contact
Oracle Support Services.

I can't create a service instance when the service instance name isn’t unique.

If the name for the new service instance is identical to another GoldenGate Cloud
Service instance, Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance creation can fail. This
rule includes even failed service instance. Also, the Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
instance name can't be the same as the name of an Oracle Database Cloud Service
instance.

After an Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance creation fails, Oracle GoldenGate
Cloud Service requires some time to remove items that were created during the
attempt. If the new and failed service instance names are identical, then a naming
conflict occurs and the attempt to create the new service instance fails.
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Note:

Always ensure that your Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance names
are unique.

Problems with Scaling
Problems that can occur when you attempt a scaling operation.

The following solutions apply to problems with scale-up with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service.

The scaled up storage volume size shown in the summary is different from the
actual volume size in the VM

Scale up the storage to 200 GB using Scale Up/Down option.

Check the summary, it shows the value as 205 GB.

The output of "df -h /u02/data" on the VM gives 197 GB.

This situation is expected due to that some blocks are reserved for inodes and some
for root.

The virtual machine does not show it as scaled up

If you have old instances 16.3.1/16.3.3/16.3.5 and you attempt to scale up, sometimes
your virtual machine does not show it as scaled up.

This issue is due to that the storage scale up is not working for 16.3.5 instances before
upgrade and for 16.3.1 instances after upgrade.

To work around this situation, run below command in VM using oracle user.

#sed -i 's/du -sk/du -sb/' /u01/app/oracle/tools/ggcs/GGCSRep/vm-scripts/
restart-service.sh.

After, you can restart the VM from your user interface to get the issue fixed, or next
scale up attempt, will fix automatically.

My scale up operation does not start

Your scale up operation has been placed in the request queue, and it can be a few
minutes before the operation is performed.

Wait before you try to scale out again. If the problem persists, then contact Oracle
Support Services.

My service is too busy to allow scaling

Your service has a pending maintenance operation such as backup or patching.

Wait until maintenance has completed before you try scaling again.

Chapter 9
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Why I Can't Login To My Remote Server With My Private
Key After Typing Correct Passphrase?

Problems that can occur when the private key is in the wrong format.

After enter a passphrase for a private key I get the “Permission denied”
message

When using PuTTY, I can get the error message like this:

Unable to use key file "D:\oracle_dbaas.sshkey" (OpenSSH SSH-2 private
key)

This is because the PuTTY private key and the OpenSSH private key are in different
format. Please use PuTTYGen to convert to a correct format, for detailed steps review: 
Change Private Key Format to Use with PuTTY.
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A
Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service
Terminology

The following table lists and describes the key terms used in the context of Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service.

Term Definition

Change Data
Capture (CDC)

A Change Data Capture captures changes in data over time. It is an
ongoing process and does not handle initial loads.

Classic
Architecture

Oracle GoldenGate classic architecture provides processes and files
required to effectively move data across a variety of topologies.

Collector Collector is a process that runs in the background on the target system
with continuous, online change synchronization is active.

Data pumps Data pumps are secondary Extract mechanisms that exist in the source
configuration. They are optional components. If a data pump isn’t used,
then Extract sends data through TCP/IP to the remote trail on the target.
When a data pump is configured, the primary Extract process writes to the
local trail. The data pump reads the trail, and data is sent over the network
to remote trail on the target system.

Data source A data source is the data you can obtain directly from the database
transaction logs.

Datastore A Datastore is a set of integrated objects that are most commonly used as
the source and target of replication.

DDL DDL is the Data Definition Language used to define objects and artifacts
within a database.

Deployment
Profile

A Deployment Profile defines the way the Solution is packaged into an
Oracle GoldenGate Deployment Archive. It also defines to where the
archive should be deployed and what actions should be taken after
deployment.

ER ER is the set of Extracts and Replicats.

Extract The Oracle GoldenGate capture process is known as Extract. The Extract
process runs on the source and is configured for initial loading as well as
capturing any changes between the source and target. The data continuity
is maintained between source and target tables as consequence.

Extract runs continuously and maintains checkpoints in the data source
and trail. This process ensures data integrity and fault tolerance throughout
planned or unplanned process termination, system outages, or network
failure.

FCP FCP is the Oracle Fusion Client Platform. Customizable and extendable
platform for building rich Java clients.

Identity Domain An identity domain controls the authentication and authorization of the
users who can sign in to Oracle Public Cloud services. You log in to Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service by using your credentials and your identity
domain.
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Term Definition

Manager Manager is a process that must be running on both the source and target
systems before the Extract or Replicat process can be started. It also
performs various functions including starting other GoldenGate processes,
managing the trail files, and reporting.

Microservices
Architecture

Oracle GoldenGate microservices architecture provides REST-enabled
services for remote configuration, administration, and monitoring through
HTML5 web pages, command line, and APIs.

Monitoring Profile The Monitoring Profile, contains settings used to monitor a solution
including which attributes to display (e.g. status and lag) and how often to
retrieve monitoring attributes.

Oracle
GoldenGate
Cloud Service

Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service is a cloud service offered in Oracle
Cloud. This service provides GoldenGate replication services for a source
database to an Oracle Cloud target database on cloud.

Oracle
GoldenGate
Cloud Service
Instance

An Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service instance is a virtual machine
providing GoldenGate replication services for the database that you specify.

POC The POC is the proof of concept typically for a new user.

Profile Profiles are used for and will be specific to Deployments and Monitoring. A
single solution may have multiple profiles.

Provisioning Provisioning is the process of creating new Oracle GoldenGate Cloud
Service instances.

Replicat Replicat is a process that runs on the target system. It reads transactional
and DDL changes captured from the source and applies them to the target
database. It can also be configured to apply initial loads. Like the Extract
process, the Replicat process can be configured for both initial loading of
data and synchronization of changed data.

Replication Node An Oracle Linux virtual machine that has a GoldenGate Cloud replication
service installed on it is called a replication node. Each Oracle
GoldenGate Cloud Service instance consists of one replication node. You
can create many service instances, each with one replication node.

Resource Resources include:

• Hosts
• Datastores
• OGG Instances
• Credentials
• Files

Scheduling
Profile

A Scheduling Profile, defines the coordination of components in a
solution, how they are added, altered and started. For example, an initial
load must be completed before real time changes are replicated. A
Schedule also applies to when a solution will be deployed.

 

Solution A solution in OGG Studio is a collection of one or more OGG instances,
one or more deployment profiles, one or more monitoring profiles, one or
more schedules, and files associated both directly and indirectly to instance
artifacts.

Source A source is anything that OGG 12c can extract from including: Database
(e.g. direct DB access for initial load), Transaction Log File, Local Trail File
(UDF), OGG Vendor Access Module (VAM), JMS Queue. Considering that
one source can have multiple targets.

Appendix A
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Term Definition

Target A target is the location for the replicated data. Targets will include:
Database, Local Trail File (UDF, ASCII, SQL, XML), Remote Trail File
(UDF, ASCII, SQL, XML), JMS Queue and, Custom User Exit. Considering
that one target can have multiple sources.

Trail A trail is a series of files that GoldenGate temporarily stores on disks.
These files are written to and read from by the Extract and Replicat
processes. Depending on the configuration chosen, these trail files can
exist on the source as well as on the target systems. A trail file on the local
system is known as an extract trail. A trail file on the target system is known
as a remote trail.

Appendix A
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B
Oracle GoldenGate Certifications

These topics list the Oracle Cloud services and other on-premises databases that are
certified with Oracle GoldenGate Cloud service.

Topics

• GoldenGate Cloud Certifications for Oracle Cloud Services

• GoldenGate Cloud Certifications for On-Premises

GoldenGate Cloud Certifications for Oracle Cloud Services
You use Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service to perform a remote capture or delivery
with the certified Oracle Cloud services.

Oracle Cloud
Services

GoldenGate
Versions
Supported

Remote Capture Remote Delivery Comments

Oracle Database
Cloud Service
(DBCS)

12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Yes Yes

DBCS Classic 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Yes Yes

DBCS Classic on
OCC/OCM

12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Yes Yes

Oracle Exadata
Cloud Service
(ExaCS)

12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Yes Yes

ExaCC / ExaCM 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Yes Yes

MySQL Cloud
Service

12.2 and 18.1
Classic

Yes for 18.1
Classic only

Yes

Big Data Cloud
Service (BDCS)

12.3 No Yes

Autonomous
Data Warehouse
Cloud Service
(ADWCS)

12.2 and 18.1
Classic

No Yes Only Classic
mode replicat is
supported

GoldenGate Cloud Certifications for On-Premises
You use Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service to perform a remote capture/delivery or a
local capture/delivery with the certified on-premises databases.
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Local capture/delivery indicates that you can install on-premises Oracle GoldenGate
on your source/target databases and Oracle GoldenGate Cloud Service will be able to
read/generate those trail files.

Note:

For a complete list of all Oracle GoldenGate supported databases, versions,
Operating Systems, and Processor Types; refer to the Oracle GoldenGate
Certifications for 12.2, 12.3, and 18.1.

On-Premises
Database

Database
Version

Operating
System

Oracle
GoldenGate
Version
Supported

Local
Capture/
Remote
Capture

Local
Delivery/
Remote
Delivery

Oracle 11.2

12.1

Linux 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Both Both

Windows 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Both Both

AIX 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Local Capture Both

Solaris 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Local Capture Both

Oracle 12.2 Linux 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Both Both

Windows 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Both Both

AIX 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Local Capture Both

Solaris 12.2, 18.1
Classic, and 18.1
Microservices

Local Capture Both

Oracle 18.1

18.3

Linux 18.1 Classic and
18.1
Microservices

Both Both

Solaris 18.1 Classic and
18.1
Microservices

Local Capture Both

MySQL 5.6

5.7

Linux 12.2, 12.3
Classic, and 18.1
Classic

Local Capture Both

Windows 12.2 and 12.3
Classic

Local Capture Both

AIX 12.2 and 12.3
Classic

Local Capture Both
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On-Premises
Database

Database
Version

Operating
System

Oracle
GoldenGate
Version
Supported

Local
Capture/
Remote
Capture

Local
Delivery/
Remote
Delivery

Solaris 12.2 and 12.3
Classic

Local Capture Both

Big Data

(HDFS/Hive,
Flume, Hbase,
Kafka Pub/
Sub, Kafka
REST Proxy,
MongoDB,
Cassandra,
ElasticSearch,
Flat File, JMS,
AWS Kinesis,
AWS S3, AWS
Redshift,
Google
BigQuery,
Kafka Connect,
Netezza,
Greenplum,
and
JDBCConfluent
Platform.)

See Oracle
GoldenGate
Big Data
Certification
Matrix for 
12.3 for
individual
versions.

Linux 12.3 Classic None Both

DB2 for z/OS z/OS 12.2, 12.3
Classic, and 18.1
Classic

Both Local Delivery
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